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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Assignment

Sida has decided to conduct a study of  its development cooperation with three long-term development 
partners, Laos, Sri Lanka and Vietnam. The study aims at covering the entire time period of  the devel-
opment cooperation between Sweden and the three mentioned countries. The study consists of  Part 
One and Part Two. This report covers Part One of  the Laos country study. Part Two will be carried out 
under a separate consultancy after the termination of  Part One. Sida has commissioned Nordic Con-
sulting Group, Denmark to undertake Part One of  the study.

The Swedish government has decided to phase-out the cooperation with Laos in 2010, but not without 
concluding analyses and observations, which may guide future cooperation in the region or elsewhere. 
The objectives for the present Part One of  the country study are:

1. To document in a comprehensive way the development cooperation between Laos and Sweden and 
provide a description of  interventions, thematic areas and modes of  cooperation, and volumes 
during various periods; and

2. To provide an account of  successful and less successful results as they appear from previous reviews 
and evaluations.

The account of  the interventions will comprise aspects of  relevance, effectiveness, impact and sustain-
ability with a view to elaborating the relative success of  Swedish development interventions. The key 
focus will be on the evolution of  the development cooperation process, aid modalities, the level of  Swe-
den’s relative engagement in Laos, and Sweden’s cooperation with other development partners. 

1.2 Historic Relations with Sweden

Sweden’s assistance to Laos commenced in 1974 in the form of  funds for import support to purchase 
foodstuffs, medicine, and equipment. The development cooperation between Laos and Sweden began 
officially in 1977 when Laos was declared a programme country to receive Swedish aid. In preparation 
of  the Swedish development cooperation, studies were conducted to assess the socio-economic and 
political situation. The first of  these studies was an economic country analysis from 1974, which also 
included a comprehensive account of  the political development from 1945 and onwards1. 

The development cooperation between Laos and Sweden had a political background in the Swedish 
solidarity towards countries that suffered from the American warfare and the internal wars in the 
region. The Vietnam War and the “Secret War” in Laos caught public attention in Sweden, including 
attention from trade unions and political parties. With the strong position of  the social democratic party 
in Sweden, the reaction from this side was of  particular importance. Solidarity with Laos became 
strong and in line with the support provided to neighbouring Vietnam.2

Sweden was the first Western country to engage in development cooperation with the newly founded 
republic – at a time when the Soviet Union, East European countries and Japan were already active. 

The development cooperation was initiated with support to the forestry, road and health sectors. Over 
time, the scope of  the support was expanded to include research cooperation, legal education & reform, 
public administration, human rights, and major infrastructure projects. Swedish development coopera-

1 Laos Ekonomi och Samhällsutveckling, Sida Ekonomiska Landanalyser, 1974 (L-164).
2 Sida, Landanalys Laos, 1998 (L-46).



tion with Laos has largely remained confined to development cooperation. There are, however, a few 
notable Swedish foreign direct investments (FDIs). Examples are: Vattenfall’s investment in a hydropow-
er project, and an investment in forest plantation and wood factory. 

The Swedish government decided in 2007 to phase out development cooperation with Laos. The 
Swedish Embassy was closed in August 2008 and the Sida office, now an office under the Swedish 
Embassy in Bangkok, will be closed in July 2010.

2. History and Development Context

Political changes
Laos became relatively independent from French rule in 1949. After a complicated and conflict ridden 
period, constitutional changes resulted in independence in 1975. The right wing royalist supporters 
were backed by the USA, whereas the communist political movement Pathet Lao were supported by 
Vietnam. With the fall of  Saigon in 1975 and support from the Vietnam People’s Army (backed by the 
Soviet Union), Pathet Lao overthrew the royalist government, forcing King Savang Vatthana to abdi-
cate on 2 December 1975. A subsequent exodus of  the administrative, military and political elite seri-
ously hampered governability of  the country.3 

After taking control of  the country, the Pathet Lao government renamed the country as the “Lao Peo-
ple’s Democratic Republic” (Lao PDR) and signed a treaty with Vietnam giving the right to station 
armed forces and to appoint advisors to assist in overseeing the country. Laos has since 1975 been a 
socialist single-party republic with the only legal political party being the Lao People’s Revolutionary 
Party (LPRP). Government policies are determined by the nine-member Politburo and the 49-member 
Central Committee. The constitution was abolished, but a new constitution was not promulgated until 
1991. 

The new constitution was adopted in 1991 and enshrined a “leading role” for the LPRP. The following 
year, elections were held for a new 85-seat National Assembly with members elected by secret ballot for 
a five-year term. The National Assembly approves new laws and legal amendments, and the govern-
ment budget – although the executive branch retains authority to issue binding decrees. The most 
recent elections took place in April 2006. The National Assembly was expanded to 99 members in 1997 
and to 115 in 20064. Important government decisions are vetted by the Council of  Ministers. The 
National Assembly has played an increasing role over time.

Local governance
The local government and local administrative system is a mix of  deconcentrated and decentralised 
structures as follows:

Laos consists of  16 provinces (khoueng), and the mun icipality of  Vientiane. The provinces are subdi-
vided into districts (muong), townships (tasseng), and villages (ban). The president appoints provincial 
governors and mayors of  municipalities. The prime minister appoints deputy provincial governors 
and deputy mayors and district chiefs. In 1975, local administrations were restructured, with elected 
people’s committees at the village level.5

3 Ibid L-46.
4 See British Library homepage, the Sida country studies and the Wikepedia country analysis.
5 Read more: Local government - Lao People’s Democratic Republic http://www.nationsencyclopedia.com/Asia-and-Ocean-

ia/Lao-People-s-Democratic-Republic-LOCAL-GOVERNMENT.html#ixzz0f3mfr8Bp 
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Although being a one-party regime with strong controlling and mobilising powers, it should be added 
that there are interesting features of  a certain decentralisation and political competitiveness in Laos. 
There are policy and legal provisions for decentralisation policies in place including grassroots activities. 
An analysis from December 2002 indicated that “the Lao PDR had taken significant steps forward in 
establishing many new institutions for good governance and participatory development.6 Fiscal decen-
tralisation appears to be the most difficult area in the reform process.7 

The economy 
Laos remains one of  the poorest Asian countries with extreme income poverty at 22% in 2008. Subsist-
ence farming contributes with 40% of  the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) but employs 80% of  the 
labour force, which demonstrates the low productivity in the farming sector. The remaining 20% of  the 
workforce are engaged in services and industry. The industrial sector has shown a higher growth rate 
than the overall economy during the last decades.8 Economic growth has been at a reasonably high 
level since 1986 particularly in urban areas. The Lao PDR has been dependent on the economic devel-
opment in its large neighbouring countries, in particular Thailand.

Table 1: Real growth per year in GDP per capita

Year %

197–2001: 3.3%

1983: 2.0% (estimated)

1986: 4.0% (estimated)

1990–1997: 7.0%

1998: 4.0%

2004: 6.0%

2007: 7.0%

2008: 6.5% (estimated)

Source: globalis.gvu.unu.edu/indicator_detail.cfm? IndicatorID

Poverty has been measured in two different ways in Sida’s publications. The crude income poverty as 
used in many Asian Development Bank (ADB) and World Bank (WB) publications is one method, 
which has some difficulties in a predominantly informal economy. Another way to measure poverty has 
been employed e.g. in one country analysis (Landanalys Laos October 1998) which is the proportion of  
the population having access to less than 2,100 kcal per capita per day. According to this method, 46% 
of  the Lao population was poor in 1997 compared to Vietnam’s 51%.

Table 2: Poverty rates and poverty reductions in Laos (income poverty)

Year 1990 1992 1998 2003 2006 2008

Poverty incidence % 48* 46** 39 30 26 22***

*Lao FM Thongloun Sisoulith addressing the UN General Assembly, Monday, 1 Oct 2007.  
**According to IFAD Poverty Portal. 
*** Lao PDR – National Growth and Poverty Eradication Strategy (NGPES).

In Table 3, the development of  GDP per capita, Gross National Income (GNI), or an estimation of  
GDP using the purchasing power index (PPP) are shown. There are some doubts about the validity of  
these figures, particularly the 2008 figures. However, the GDP per capita average is not necessarily a 
good poverty indicator, particularly not if  there are pockets of  poverty for minority groups. 

6 Jacquelyn Chagnon et al., Looking Back to See Forward: Consultations about Good Governance and Participatory Devel-
opment in the Lao PDR. Prepared for Sida, December 2002.

7 Sida, Governance and Participation in Laos, 2003.
8 For further details see CIA Factbook 2009.
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Table 3: GNI/GDP per capita in USD

Year 1993 1997 2004 2005 2008 2008

Amount 280 GDP 380 GDP 390 GNI 490 GDP 859 GDP* 2,127 GDP**

*One source estimates GNI per capita at 740 USD in 2008. This figure seems a bit on the high side 
(IFAD Poverty Portal). 
** PPP method. This figure is an IMF estimate (2009) – but it seems too high the growth rates taken 
into consideration.

Population
The estimated size of  the population in 2009 was 6.3 million compared to 5.6 million in 2006, and 4.6 
million in 1995. The population has been growing relatively fast at a rate between two and three per-
cent per year. However, the population density is still the lowest in the region. Laos’ population displays 
a considerable ethnic diversity even compared to other countries in the region. The main ethnic group 
represents around 66% of  the population. The remainder is made up of  40-60 various ethno-linguistic 
groups, which are conventionally grouped together as shown below:

Tai-Kadai group 66.5%

Mon-Khmer group 23.5%

Hmong- Mien group 7.5%

Tibeto-Burmese group 2.5%

The ethno-linguistic minorities generally inhabit the mountainous parts of  the country, whereas the 
majority group inhabits the lowland along the Mekong River and in the major cities. The minorities 
have typically a higher incidence of  poverty than the majority population, which is influenced by socio-
economic and socio-political factors. The decisions to ban shifting cultivation and enforce consolidation 
of  up-land villages have threatened the minorities’ traditional ways of  maintaining livelihoods.9

In Table 4 key socio-economic indicators for Laos are compared with other groups of  countries. Laos 
holds a position as no. 133 on the Human Development Index (HDI) in 2006, which is above the very 
poorest countries, but still with some distance from the middle income countries and below neighbour-
ing countries, such as Vietnam and in particular Thailand.

The main picture from the various indicators is that Laos fares relatively better in the social sectors than 
in economic performance, particularly in comparison to the least developed countries. Life expectancy, 
literacy rate and the combined HDI index are far above the poorest countries and close to the average 
for developing countries. 

9 Source: Participatory Poverty Assessment (PPA), Committee for Planning and Cooperation (CPC)/ ADB, 2001. See also 
Sida Evaluation Report 1986/1: Elephant Don’t Rust – An Evaluation of  Sida-supported Forestry Development and For-
estry Industry in Laos, 1986 (L-56). 
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Table 4: Laos on human development in comparison in 2006

Country 
or region

Human 
development 
index value

Life 
expectancy 
at birth 
(years)

Adult literacy 
rate (% aged 
15 and above)

Combined 
enrolment 
ratio in 
education 
(%)

GDP per 
capita
(PPP USD)

Life 
expectancy 
index

Education 
index

GDP  
index

Laos 0.608 63.7 72.5 59.6 1,908 0.645 0.682 0.498

Dev. 
countries

0.688 66.3 78.8 63.5 4,572 0.689 0.737 0.638

LDCs 0.480 54.9 56.3 48.8 1,125 0.449 0.538 0.404

South 
Asia

0.606 64.1 63.6 58.1 2,671 0.652 0.618 0.548

Sources: Data refer to national literacy estimates from censuses or surveys between 1999 and 2006, unless otherwise speci-
fied. Due to differences in methodology and timeliness of  underlying data, comparisons across countries and over time 
should be made with caution. For details, see http://www.uis.unesco.org/.

3. Documentation and Methodology

The country study is mainly based on existing documentation and to a lesser degree on stakeholder 
interviews. The documentation has to a large extent been based on comprehensive studies of  Sida’s 
archives (Stockholm and the Swedish office in Vientiane), the Swedish national archive and later desk 
studies. The documents have been studied and used to gain knowledge and analytical perspectives on 
the cooperation as well as to gain factual information about programmes and interventions. In addition 
to the collection of  documentation, a questionnaire survey was undertaken. 

An overview of  the entire cooperation between Laos and Sweden has been established. A timeline for 
the development cooperation is attached showing the sectors and the periods when cooperation was 
undertaken for each of  the sectors, see Annex A. The table in Annex B shows for each sector which 
interventions have taken place, volume (agreed amount10), period and which documents have been 
retrieved in relation to the specific intervention. The overviews have been generated based on informa-
tion from documents: primarily programme agreements, country reports and annual, and semi-annual 
reports. The risk that some interventions are not included does exist. However, it is our impression that 
the overviews are comprehensive and that only minor gaps, if  any, exist.

Besides the intervention overviews, a document overview for Laos has also been established showing the 
documents available for the overall cooperation, see Annex C. The documents listed in this overview 
are: agreed minutes from annual consultations, country analysis, country reports, country strategies, 
government agreements, performance analysis, result analysis, and reviews and evaluations. This list 
also indicates for which years documents are missing, and in general the lists show that it has been pos-
sible to obtain a broad coverage of  documents for the entire period. 

The embassies have maintained the archives for supported interventions since 1995. The archives con-
tain original documentation for In Country Allocation and copies of  the original for Outside Country 
Allocation, with the exception of  Humanitarian Assistance documentation. Following the decision to 
close down the Embassy/ Sida Office, the filing of  recent documents will be concluded and the archives 

10 The agreed amounts may not necessarily be the same as disbursed amounts. One agreed project was later cancelled and 
others were not completed to the extent envisaged. In – at least – one case a framework agreement was entered into where 
individual agreements were subsequently entered into – implying that the amount appears twice.
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sent to Stockholm. It is anticipated that the Laos archives will be maintained as a separate entity and 
access to documentation will continue to be possible after the transfer. Original documentation for Out-
side Country Allocation is filed at Sida’s headquarters, Stockholm. Desk officers have generally main-
tained copies of  the Outside Country Allocation documentation for the various projects and pro-
grammes. As regards the documentation for Humanitarian Aid interventions, the consultant was 
advised to contact the Department in Sida Stockholm.

All documents retrieved are saved and registered in an excel sheet. Documents are registered under 
individual working sheets per country. The documents are saved electronically in folders arranged 
according to Country and subsequent Category of  documents. The documents that have been available 
in hard copies only, have been scanned and included in the excel sheet. The documents are easily 
retrieved from the excel sheet by clicking on the link. Each document has been given a number, e.g. 
L-295. The excel sheet can be organised in chronological order according to the document number or 
according to the document category. 

A field visit to Laos was organised between 18th and 22nd January 2010. The programme for this visit 
is attached in Annex D. In preparation of  the visit, a large number of  documents had been registered 
and categorised. The archive at the Sida office (the former Swedish Embassy in Vientiane) proved to be 
very comprehensive and well organised. More time could easily have been spent in the archive, which 
also has some importance for the planning of  Phase Two. An additional source of  information was 
available from a number of  CDs and CD-ROMs produced by the various programmes, which con-
tained material from the main areas of  cooperation, particularly forestry and natural resource manage-
ment. 

During the visit, roundtable discussions – based on a semi-structured interview format – were undertak-
en. Similarly, personal interviews with the Sida Country Director and programme officers, and Lao 
counterpart representatives were undertaken. Discussions and interviews complemented the written 
documentation very well. 

4. Overview of the Development Cooperation

4.1 Overview of major projects, sectors and mode of cooperation

An overview of  Sweden’s development cooperation with Laos by decade and sector (according to 
DAC’s classification) is provided below.
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Table 5: Overview of the development cooperation

Period Main sectors: Mode of cooperation Volume per year

1970s a) Forestry since 1977 (commercial logging)
b) Import Support since 1977
c) Water (Dams and Fields)
d) Humanitarian aid

Classic project designs. High 
TA input. Swedish input 
mostly. Also part of donor 
coordination (roads);

80 – 100 million SEK

1980s a) Forestry & environment
b) Import Support 
c) Roads/transport
d) The K 14 Volvo garage
e) Health since 1989
f) Electricity (1987-1992)
g) Hydro-power plant

Project designs with relative 
heavy Swedish TA. Still 
project-by-project 
management;

120 million SEK

1990s a) Forestry & environment
b) Roads/transport
c) Health
d) Water and sanitation
e) Electricity (1987-1992)
f) Public Administration (Statistical Centre)
g) Legal sector education
h) Strengthening the Rule of Law 
i) Research cooperation

Mode based on an increasing 
number of projects, but 
much more emphasis on 
empowerment, capacity 
development and support to 
the village level;

Yearly about 130 – 150 
million SEK, some years 
not consumed

2000-10 a) Forestry & natural resource management
b)  Sustainable land use management & 

conservation
c)  Forestry research and highland 

development
d) Roads/transport
e)  Health (still to a major extent drugs’ 

policies)
f)  Public Administration/governance 

(Statistical Centre, support to tax 
administration)

g) Legal education
h) Rule of law support
i) Governance
j) Human rights cooperation;
k) Education
l) Research cooperation
m) Environment management
n) Decentralisation (through UNDP)
o) Radio support programme

Cooperation with other 
donors;
The PMUs are located within 
the relevant ministry;
Still predominantly project 
organisation;
Negotiations with other 
donors to continue Swedish 
projects. Also implementa-
tion through other donors.

From 160 million SEK 
reduced to 15 million SEK 
(to be phased out 
completely)

It should be noted that the figures for the financial volume are the agreed amounts and not necessarily 
the actual spending, which in some years has been somewhat lower than the available amount. The 
number of  sectors was constantly increasing over time. The volume of  funding also increased steadily, 
but had two peaks: one from 1978 to 1987; and the other from 2004 to 2007.
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Note: The graph shows total bilateral aid from Sweden (Disbursements). Amounts are given in USD million, current 
price. Source: OECD/DAC Stats Online (http://stats.oecd.org/qwids)

4.2 Objectives of the development cooperation

The objectives for Swedish aid are11:

•	 Economic	growth

•	 Economic	and	social	equity

•	 Economic	and	political	independence

•	 Democratic	development

•	 Gender	equality

•	 Sustainable	use	of 	natural	resources	and	protection	of 	the	environment

The first four objectives were established in 1962 and were revised in 1978. The latter two were estab-
lished in 1996 and 1998 respectively. The first four objectives have thus remained constant throughout 
the entire period of  development cooperation.12 

The early stages of  development cooperation were guided by government agreements between Laos 
and Sweden. The first country strategy for Laos was issued in 1995, which elaborated an overall coun-
try strategy for the development cooperation. The various projects and programmes have each their 
specific objectives, which are elaborated by decade in some detail in Chapter 5.

11 Source: A. Danielson University of  Lund and Lennert Wohlgemuth Nordic Africa Institute Uppsala, Swedish Development 
Co-operation in Perspective, June 2003 (see List of  Documents, Global-7)

12  Ibid Global-7
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4.3 Main sequencing of sectors of cooperation

The figure below indicates the sequencing of  the main groups of  sectors: social/ socio-economic sec-
tors; the infrastructure sectors; the private sector; and governance.

Sequencing of the main sectors in Laos

Sectors DAC 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 00s

Social/ socio-economic sectors

Education/ Research 110

Multisector/ Environment 400

Health 120

Infrastructure sectors

Energy generation and supply 230

Transport 210

Water supply and sanitation 140

Private sector

Forestry 312

Governance, emergency and conflict prevention

Government and civil society 150

Humanitarian aid 700

Number of sectors 3 6 7 7

Note: The table indicates that sector interventions have taken place within the decade, but these may not necessarily have 
been implemented throughout all the years in the decade. 

Transport and forestry have been development cooperation sectors throughout the entire period. Edu-
cation, health and governance was added in the 1980s and continued to the end of  the 00s. Support to 
the energy sector only took place in the 1980s. The water supply and sanitation sector and environment 
were added in the 1990s. The support to water supply and sanitation ceased in the mid 00s, whereas 
support to the environment continues to the very end of  the cooperation.

5. Account of the Development Cooperation

5.1 The 1970s

5.1.1 Context
After the founding of  the Lao PDR in 1975, some internal conflicts remained in the society and actual 
fighting broke out from time to time. It was estimated that some 200,000 people left the country. Cen-
tral government institutions were weak, poverty was prevailing, and infrastructure was in a very poor 
state – and a lot of  reconstruction efforts had to be made. The relations with Vietnam were particularly 
close. The requests from Vietnam to terminate relations with China – due to the Vietnamese-Chinese 
conflict – had negative economic consequences, also because of  the parallel US embargo. Laos strived 
to improve its relations with Thailand and other countries in the region.

When the Lao PDR government was inaugurated in December 1975 it faced significant difficulties 
inherited from twenty years of  war. People displaced by the war had to return to their villages. The new 
government lacked the experience to manage a national economy suffering from scarcity and regional 
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disequilibrium. For the new government to survive it had to request urgent assistance from the Council 
of  Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) – otherwise known as the ‘communist block’. Though this aid 
was supplemented by financial relief  from international financial institutions and some Western coun-
tries, the CMEA was the primary source of  assistance.13

Due to the constrained relations with the western world, Laos had difficulties in attracting support to 
the reconstruction of  the country. The government was thus not able to significantly improve people’s 
living conditions. The government’s policy was to introduce agricultural cooperatives with common 
ownership to the land. This approach was seen as the key to structural changes in the villages in order 
to improve production conditions and productivity.14 

5.1.2 International development perspectives
The integrated development approach gained momentum during the late 1970s led by the multilateral 
donors. Development programmes were frequently composed of  individual projects. Import support 
was introduced, which was partly tied to procurement in the donor country. 

5.1.3 Swedish development cooperation policies and objectives
The basic objective of  Swedish aid that was established in 1962 remains valid for the 1970s. Sweden 
revised the four objectives in 1978, but the objectives maintained identical intents15:

•	 The	growth	of 	resources

•	 Economic	and	social	equality

•	 Economic	and	political	autonomy

•	 Democratic	development	of 	society

5.1.4 Country Strategy for Laos
The initial Swedish development assistance to Laos from 1974/75 to 1976/77 consisted of  untied 
import support. The initial imports comprised foodstuff, medicines, and hand tools, whereas it later on 
shifted to agriculture, transport, and forestry equipment. The main thrust of  the cooperation in 
1977/78 was mainly on forestry and roads.16

The Lao government requested during the 1979 annual negotiations that the development cooperation 
for 1979/80 should be concentrated in the Muong Huong area – a forest area of  about 1.1 million hec-
tares in the eastern Vientiane Province with a view to improving the residents’ livelihood and generate 
export revenues from timber products. Furthermore, it was requested to provide wood dry owns, equip-
ment for dams, Baily bridges, spare parts for previously delivered trucks, raw materials to an animal 
fodder factory, and equipment for an acid and acetylene factory. The outcome of  the negotiations was 
that: Sweden gradually increased its support to forestry sector on a long-term basis; import support 
decreased; and the conditions for technical assistance to the Muong Huong area was discussed in great-
er detail.17 

13  Viliam Phraxayavong, History of  Aid to Laos: Motivations and Impacts, 2009
14  Sida, Utveklingssamarbete med Laos 1979/80, 14 May 1979 (L-191) – Development Cooperation with Laos 
15  Ibid Global-7
16  Sida, Utvecklingssamarbetet med Laos 1977/78, May 1977 (L-199)
17  Ibid L-191
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5.1.5 Sectors

Forestry 
State Forestry Enterprise (SFE 3) Tha Bok 1977–1985; and State Forestry Enterprise (SFE 1) Muong 
Mai 1979–1987: The Swedish-Laotian cooperation in forestry started in 1977 without Sweden having 
had any previous experience of  forestry in Laos. The Lao government’s policy with regards to forestry 
was to mainly to increase exports and to establish wood-based industries. The objective of  the Swedish 
supported programme was that sustained yielding forestry enterprises should be created – thus regen-
eration was to become an essential part of  the programme. 

Transport 
Baily bridges: Support to road infrastructure rehabilitation was provided through the import support 
mechanism. A number of  Baily bridges was delivered and erected along major transport routes to 
ensure access. 

Agriculture 
Mekong Project (Irrigation Dams and Fields) 1978–1980: The support mainly comprised delivery of  
equipment for construction, which was also used for other purposes. This limited intervention hardly 
justified an engagement in the agricultural sector.

Humanitarian Aid 
Humanitarian Support to ICRC 1971-1972: The serious poverty and poor health situation required 
immediate humanitarian aid in this period of  time.

5.1.6 Volume of development assistance
The volume of  Sida expenditure was between SEK 80 and 100 million per year.

Note: The graph shows total bilateral aid from Sweden (Disbursements). Amounts are given in USD millions,  
Current prices.  
Source: OECD-DAC Stats Online (http://stats.oecd.org/qwids)

5.1.7 Modality for the development cooperation
The first stage of  the forestry programme was based on the idea that Laos should produce and sell 
wood products on the international market. Otherwise reconstruction of  basic infrastructure such as 
trunk roads was in focus. The import support subsidies were used for import of  equipment needed for 
the supported sectors. 
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5.2 The 1980s

5.2.1 Context
By 1986 the government had experienced ten difficult years of  socialist transformation, facing heavy 
costs from refugee settlements, internal insecurity, natural calamities, and the failure of  cooperatives. 
Despite the assistance provided by CMEA, some Western countries, the Mekong Secretariat, UN, and 
the WB, the financial burdens were severe. After 1986 Laos enjoyed increased foreign assistance and a 
shift to a market oriented economy took place in a period marked with several international significant 
events that directly impacted on Laos and its economy. From 1986 ODA increased every year. The 
intent of  donors, particularly countries like Japan, Sweden and France, was to assist Laos in its endeav-
ours for sustainable development, especially through rural development and by building physical infra-
structure such as roads, bridges, and airports.18 

As inspired by the developments in Vietnam (the market oriented policy reforms that were initiated 
experimentally in 1986 – called doi moi) new economic policies were introduced called the New Eco-
nomic Mechanism (NEM). The NEM and an ‘open door’ policy for Western investors attracted foreign 
direct investment (FDI). The fundamental changes of  the economic system were accompanied by an 
urgent need for change of  the legal system.

5.2.2 International development perspectives
The 1980s saw an increasing focus on private sector-led economic development and liberalisation of  
the economy with the WB and IMF taking the initiatives. These initiatives influenced many govern-
ments’ economic reforms, which in turn also influenced the scope of  the development cooperation with 
multilateral and bilateral donors. This line of  development philosophy led to the perception of  the 
‘Washington Consensus’ in 1989, which described a set of  ten specific economic policy prescriptions 
that were considered to constitute the ‘standard’ reform package.

5.2.3 Swedish development cooperation policies and objectives
The basic objective of  Swedish aid was that was established in 1962 and revised in 1978 remained valid 
throughout the 1980s19: 

•	 The	growth	of 	resources

•	 Economic	and	social	equality

•	 Economic	and	political	autonomy

•	 Democratic	development	of 	society

5.2.4 Country strategies
The scope for Sweden’s development cooperation with Laos was negotiated and planned for in 
sequences of  two-year periods throughout the decade.

The focus on the development cooperation for the years 1980/81 – 1981/82 was on: forestry and 
timber industry; and supply of  equipment for construction of  irrigation dams, cultivation of  adjoining 
agricultural land, and transport and communications. It was considered that an increasing part of  the 
support to Laos should be delivered in multi-year programmes and that proposed interventions should 
be planned accordingly, i.e.: forestry in Western Vientiane Province, construction of  dams and work-
shop for equipment maintenance, and support to the forest authority. The scope of  the import support 
to the non-focus areas should be reduced.20 

18 Viliam Phraxayavong, History of  Aid to Laos: Motivations and Impacts, 2009
19 Ibid Global-7
20 Sida, Udkast - Utvecklingssamarbetet med Laos 1980/81-1981/82 (L-218)
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The main focal areas remained unchanged for the following two-year periods during the decade, i.e.: 
forestry and timber industry, roads, and maintenance of  equipment. Import support was gradually 
being reduced and concentrated on needed inputs to the supported projects. In 1987/88, support to the 
hydropower project in Xeset was included.21

5.2.5 Sectors

Education 
Support to the Asian Institute of  Technology (AIT) 1989-1993: The objective of  the programme was to 
provide training opportunities for Lao and Vietnamese nationals at AIT. The scope of  the agreement 
was to cover the costs for Master Degree Programme within the following fields:

•	 Water	resources	engineering

•	 Agricultural	land	and	water	development

•	 Integrated	natural	resources	development	and	management

•	 Environmental	engineering

•	 Energy	technology

•	 Industrial	engineering	and	management

•	 Geotechnical	and	transportation	engineering

Health 
Mother and Child Health (MCH) Phase I through UNICEF 1989–1991: In November 1988 UNICEF submit-
ted a proposal to Sida for a three-year funding of  maternal and child health project. Because of  the for-
midable problems in Laos, it was decided to focus on four provinces only. The immediate objectives 
were to: upgrade and equip MCH service and training centres; provide essential drugs and transport; 
organise provincial specialist treatment units for the severely dehydrated and malnourished.

Transport 
Baily bridges: The 1st Five-Year Plan (1981–1985) placed a high priority on the transport sector. The 
reason for selecting Baily bridges as part of  the Swedish import support programme appears to be a 
result of  the government’s emphasis – and of  the possibility to fit more or less ready-made bridges as a 
fast means of  providing development assistance. The first delivery of  bridges was installed on Road 9, 
providing access to the ocean port Da Nang in Vietnam. The subsequent delivery of  Baily bridges was 
to secure access along existing national roads, especially Road 13, which is the main north-south trans-
port axis. Considering the general state of  the national road network – even one lane Baily bridges 
played an important role in keeping road transport intact.22

KM-14 Workshop (Volvo Garage) 1980–1990: The activities of  Workshop Km 14 started in 1980. The 
main objective was to provide service and repairs for trucks and heavy equipment utilised in transport, 
road, forestry, and irrigation projects financed by Sweden – and mostly procured through the Import 
Support facility. 

21 Sida, Utvecklingssamarbetet med Laos 1982/83-1983/84 (L-220); Utvecklingssamarbetet med Laos 1984/85-1985/86 
(L-221); Utvecklingssamarbetet med Laos 1986/87-1987/88 (L-223); and Utvecklingssamarbetet med Laos 1988/89-
1989/90 (L-225)

22 Evaluation of  Swedish Import/ Commodity Support for Bailey Bridges to Lao PDR (L-211)
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Roads in Muong Mai 1982–1985: From available documentation it has not been possible to see if  this 
project has materialised. The access to the Muong Mai Training Centre (see below) would have been 
an important factor for improving the access roads.

Support to the Transport Sector 1985–1987: This was the initial phase of  a more comprehensive support to 
the road sector. The emphasis was on Road 13 from Vientiane eastwards towards Nam Kading. The 
support also included maintenance of  existing Baily bridges, capacity development, and technical assist-
ance to the transport ministry.

Road Sector Phase I 1987–1990: The Swedish support to the road sector aimed at reducing overall trans-
port costs and at increasing the government’s institutional capacity to construct and maintain its road 
network. The Ministry of  Construction, Transport, Post Communication, and Aviation (MCTPCA) 
formed the State Enterprise 13S (SER 13) to construct the 180 km road between Vientiane and Pak 
Kading.

Energy generation  
Gazification Project 1990: An agreement was made between Sida and the Lao authorities in 1986 to 
undertake a trial project for producing electricity by converting charcoal to produce gas in a gazifier 
and to use it as fuel in a combustion engine generator. The operation of  the gazifier generator started in 
April 1990.

Xeset Hydropower Project 1987-1992: The Lao government decided to implement the Xeset Hydropower 
Project with the financial assistance from ADB, UNDP and Sida. The project was a run-of-river type 
hydropower installation located on the Xeset River. The Electricité du Laos (EdL) was the executing 
agency. The project objective was to increase the hydropower generating capacity to meet the need for 
electricity in the southern provinces of  Champassak and Saravane as well as to export of  surplus 
energy to improve the balance of  payment. The long-term project objective was to support economic 
development in the rural areas.

Forestry 
The support to the two State Forestry Enterprises (SFE 3: Tha Bok 1977–1985 and SFE 1: Muong Mai 
1979–1987) that was launched in the late 1970s continued well into the 1980s. The two enterprises 
showed very similar physical results as regards logging, regeneration, rural development, but these had 
been attained in very different ways. The SFE 1 had made heavy, fund-demanding investments in high 
quality roads, concrete buildings, heavy equipment, and a workshop that was far too large for the needs. 
The SFE 3 – on the other hand – had established its operations in a much cheaper way with simpler 
roads, living quarters, and workshop facilities. The two enterprises had by 1985 succeeded in establish-
ing the operational infrastructure and administration, but substantial operational improvements were 
needed to make their operations commercially viable.23 

Muong Mai Training Centre (MMTC) 1980-1984: The MMTC originally started as a part of  SFE 1. The inten-
tion was to train 170-200 forestry workers of  different types. It became clear that the training of  mechanics 
and machine operators could not take place in Muong Mai as planned. For this reason the investment in the 
Centre was too large. The MMTC had not been used to its full extent in 1985. It was perceived that the 
training was needed and that the work must continue so as to utilise fully the investments made.24

A number of  forestry projects were implemented with the intent of  broadening the development per-
spective in relation to SFE 1 and SFF 3 and to complement these:

•	 Ministry	of 	Industry,	Handicraft	and	Forestry	1984–1986;

23 Sida Evaluation Report 1986/1: Elephant Don’t Rust – An Evaluation of  Sida-supported Forestry Development and  
Forestry Industry in Laos, 1986 (L-56).

24 Ibid L-56
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•	 Muong	Paksane	Regional	Project	1984–1986: The project was concerned with activities in support of  
regional development;

•	 Lao-Swedish	Forestry	Programme	(LSFP)	Phase	I	1984–1988	and	Phase	II	1988–1989: The programme 
was changed during the second phase and developed into an approach that included land-use plan-
ning and resource policy development. Also, considerations on sustainable land use and forestry 
were introduced involving districts and communities.

Government 
Statistical Project, National Statistics Centre (NSC) Phase I 1982–1993: The objectives of  the Swedish 
support to NSC were to: improve the capacity of  NSC in developing methods for collecting, processing, 
analysing, and disseminating statistics; strengthening the system for in-house training at NSC and 
regional centres; develop and implement plans for regular production of  economic statistics; and devel-
op systems for household surveys.

5.2.6 Volume of development assistance
The volume of  development assistance during this decade fluctuated a lot, but the average level was 
about 100 million SEK per year. 

Notte: The graph shows total bilateral aid from Sweden (Disbursements). Amounts are given in USD millions,  
Current prices.  
Source: OECD-DAC Stats Online (http://stats.oecd.org/qwids)

5.2.7 Modality for the development cooperation
In the 1980s there was a strategic re-thinking of  how the development cooperation should be designed 
and organised. One source is pointing to the change from “blueprint” programmes to “interactive 
programmes”25. The development cooperation in the early stages was governed by agreements on indi-
vidual projects dealing with main infrastructure needs. Later on an increasing emphasis was placed on 
the sub-national levels that coincided with the government’s decentralisation policy.

Import support was a major component in the Swedish aid to Laos. Approximately SEK 200 million have 
been disbursed since the mid 1970s. The Swedish import support has on average been USD 3 million a year 
since the start. Major goods and equipment being financed were: construction and agricultural equipment, 
tank-trucks, raw material for the industry, equipment for production of  oxygen and acetylene, workshop for 

25 See in particular Jerry Murray et al., Special Study. Lao Ownership of  LSFP, Department of  Forestry, LSFP, December 
2000.
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trucks, bridge components, asphalt, and various consumer goods. An evaluation was undertaken in 1987 
with the purpose to find ways of  improving the efficiency of  the use of  Swedish import support.26

Another evaluation was made of  the import support for procurement of  rice mills specifically. A total 
of  200 rice mills were delivered to the Société de Lao Importe-Exporte (SLIE) in accordance with an 
agreement between SLIE and Sida. The rice mills could have benefited poor women and prevented the 
monotonous of  hand pounding, but were instead sold to wealthy coops or individuals, who operated 
them on a commercial basis at a charge poor women could not afford.27

5.3 The 1990s 

5.3.1 Context
A new Constitution was promulgated in 1991 and the lawmaking process changed from issuing of  
decrees to laws and regulations. The Parliament gradually took a bigger role and a decentralisation 
process was re-vitalised. Private investments increased tremendously up to the years before the Asian 
financial crisis in 1997. The ADB also promoted and encouraged regional cooperation via such initia-
tives such as the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) and East-West Corridor concepts. The member-
ship of  ASEAN promoted regional economic integration of  Laos. All of  this happened under the aegis 
of  an ongoing series of  National Five-Year Plans.

The general guidelines for socio-economic development in the 4th Five-Year Plan (1996-2000) were to 
continue build sectoral and regional economic structures in conjunction with the preservation of  the 
natural environment. International assistance for regional socio-economic development was to be linked 
with the development of  ethnic mountainous areas and a gradual reduction of  the gaps between urban, 
rural and mountainous areas.28

5.3.2 International development perspectives
The UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro 1992 (also known as 
the Earth Summit) addressed among others the following issues: systematic scrutiny of  patterns of  pro-
duction – particularly the production of  toxic components; alternative sources of  energy to replace the 
use of  fossil fuels, which are linked to global climate change; new reliance on public transportation sys-
tems to reduce vehicle submission; and the growing scarcity of  water. The Earth Summit influenced the 
scope of  most multilateral and bilateral donors’ development assistance with increased attention to ‘sus-
tainable development’.

The World Trade Organization (WTO) was established in 1995 to supervise and liberalise international 
trade. The WTO deals with regulations of  trade between participating countries; it provides a frame-
work for negotiating and formalising trade agreements, and a dispute resolution process aimed at 
enforcing participants’ adherence to WTO agreements, which are signed by governments and ratified 
by their parliaments. Laos applied for accession to the WTO in 1998. The WTO regulatory framework 
became important for most developing countries as they pursued a private sector led economic develop-
ment aimed at increasing export to the world market. 

The sector programming approach caught momentum from the mid 1990s. This approach intended to 
address a sector’s needs in a comprehensive manner with a view to delivering appropriate services to 
the citizens. The approach included policy and strategies, legal and regulatory framework, financing, 
national level capacity, decentralisation and local capacity, and involvement of  civil society and popular 
participation.

26 Sida, Evaluation of  Swedish Import Support to Laos, May 1987 (L-66
27 Swedish Embassy Vientiane, An Evaluation of  Sida Import Support for Procurement of  Rice Mills in the 1986/87 Fiscal 

Year, June 1990 (L-215)
28 Viliam Phraxayavong, History of  Aid to Laos: Motivations and Impacts, 2009
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5.3.3 Swedish development cooperation policies and objectives
The overall goal of  Swedish development cooperation is to improve poor people’s standard of  living. 
The Swedish Parliament has adopted six specific objectives to achieve this goal. The objectives are29:

•	 Economic	growth	(1962/1978)

•	 Economic	and	social	equality	(1962/1978)

•	 Economic	and	political	independence	(1962/1978)

•	 Democratic	development	(1962/1978)

•	 Sustainable	use	of 	natural	resources	and	protection	of 	the	environment	(1998)

•	 Gender	equality	(1996)

A number of  communications were issued to elaborate the substance of  the Swedish objectives, 
amongst others:

•	 The	Rights	of 	the	Poor	–	Our	Common	Responsibility	(Comm.	1996/97:169)

•	 Democracy	and	Human	Rights	in	Sweden’s	Development	Cooperation	(Comm.	1997/98:76)

•	 Human	Rights	in	Swedish	foreign	Policy	(Comm.	1997/98:89)

•	 Gender	Equality	–	A	new	Goal	in	Sweden’s	International	Development	Cooperation	(Comm.	
1995/96:272)

•	 International	Cooperation	for	Sustainable	Development	(Comm.	1996/97:2	and	Comm.	
2002/03:29)

•	 Our	Future	with	Asia	–	A	Swedish	Asia	Strategy	for	2000	and	Beyond	(Comm.	1998/99:61)

The further elaboration of  the Swedish development cooperation goals reflects among others the aspi-
rations of  the Earth Summit. 

5.3.4 Country strategies
During the negotiations in January 1991 on Sweden’s development cooperation with Laos it was agreed 
that forestry, roads, and health would remain the main focal sectors for the 1991/92 – 1992/93 period. 
The support to the energy sector would continue and be expanded with capacity development of  the 
national power operator (EdL). The support to the Workshop km 14 would be phased out. Two new 
areas of  cooperation were considered: public administration with the field of  statistics; and culture to 
strengthen the national identity and safeguard the national heritage. The support to Mother & Child 
Health (MCH) would continue through cooperation with UNICEF. Gender equality and environmen-
tal management issues would be given increased attention.30 The development cooperation that was 
agreed for the 1991/92 – 1992/93 period was extended for year 1993/94.31

Country Strategy July 1995 – December 1998/2000 
The 1995 country strategy was the first medium-term strategy for the development cooperation 
between Sweden and Laos. The Strategy was intended to be valid for five and a half  year, but was 
replaced by a new strategy from January 1999. The strategy’s aims were:

29 Ibid Global-7
30 Sida, Utvecklingssamarbetet med Laos 1991/92-1992/93, April 1991; and Agreed Minutes on Development Cooperation 

between Sweden and Lao PDR July 1991-June 1993, January 1991 (L-227)
31 Förlängning av Samarbetsavtalet med Laos, May 1993 (L-230)
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“To contribute to alleviation of  poverty in the villages, strengthen the country’s independence and pro-
mote democracy and human rights. The Swedish assistance shall contribute to continued economic 
development, which is sustainable and benefiting all people. An important aspect is capacity develop-
ment, i.e. education and institutional development in all sectors that are included in the Swedish-Laos 
development cooperation.”32

The country strategy was followed by a government agreement33 covering the period from July 1995 to 
December 1998. The main areas of  cooperation were agreed as follows:

•	 The	road	sector

•	 The	forestry	sector	including	environmental	protection

•	 The	health	sector	including	a	drinking	water	programme

•	 The	strengthening	of 	the	rule	of 	law

•	 Development	of 	national	statistics

The cultural cooperation that was launched earlier should be phased out during 1995/96 due to lack of  
commitment on part of  the Lao government.

Country Strategy January 1999–December 2003 
The main objectives of  the five-year strategy34 were to: 1) promote a degree of  sustainable growth capa-
ble of  reducing poverty and preventing gaps in society from widening; and 2) promote and strengthen 
democratic development and human rights. The main focal sectors were:

•	 Forestry

•	 Transport/	roads

•	 Environmental	protection	

•	 Government

•	 Education

•	 Health

•	 Water	Supply	and	Sanitation

5.3.5 Sectors 

Education  
Support to the Asian Institute of  Technology (AIT) Phase II 1993-96: The second phase concentrated on envi-
ronment and was termed the ‘Environment Programme’ (EP). The specific objective was to further 
strengthen AIT’s capacity and offer high quality environment education at postgraduate level to stu-
dents from Asia. The EP consisted of  the following components: faculty secondments, laboratory main-
tenance and training, scholarships and research grants earmarked for environment education, and gen-
eral capacity building.

32 Utrikesdepartementet, Landstrategi för utveklingssamarbetet med Laos, June 1995 (L-42)
33 Government of  Sweden, Agreement on Development Cooperation between the Government of  Sweden and the Govern-

ment of  Lao PDR
34 Sida, Förslag til landstrategi för utveklingssamarbetet med Laos 1999–2003, Oktober 1998 (L-48)
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Health 
Mother & Child Health (MCH) Phase II 1995–1999 through UNICEF: An agreement was made between the 
Swedish and the Lao governments for the 1995–1997 period, which was extended to 1999. There had 
been a long time lapse between the first and second phase. The main project objectives were: to pro-
mote mother and child health by making available a package of  basic health measures to mother 
before, during and after birth, and for her young children; and building capacity of  health staff  and vil-
lage activists to communicate information to families about preventive health, and mobilising commu-
nities to take greater control of  their own health.

Support to the National Drug Programme (NDP) Phase I 1993–1995, and Phase II 1996–1999: The government 
agreement for Phase I covered two programme areas: 1) Support to develop and implement a National 
Drug Policy; and 2) Management and planning support to the health sector. The aims of  the support 
were to improve the health situation of  the Lao population. The objectives were to develop capacity for 
planning, management, coordination, communication, training, and implementation within specific 
areas and departments of  Ministry of  Health (MoH). The specific objectives included:

•	 Development	and	ratification	of 	a	National	Drug	Policy;

•	 Preparation	of 	a	strategy	and	plan	for	IEC	regarding	rational	use	of 	drugs;

•	 Construction	and	equipping	of 	a	drug	laboratory	and	equipment	for	field	control;

•	 Training	of 	staff 	in	technical	and	administrative	matters;	and

•	 Installation	of 	a	computerised	system	for	drug	registration.

The overall, long term objective of  Phase II was to contribute to good health through availability of  
good quality drugs at low cost. The programme consisted of  five components: Quality of  drugs; 
Rational use of  drugs; Traditional medicine; Managing drug supply; and Strengthening of  the institu-
tional framework for the National Drug Policy. Support to UNDP’s Drug Control Capacity Building 
Project during the 1998-2001 period was also provided.

Water supply and sanitation 
Rural Water and Sanitation/ Drinking Water Phase I 1993–1998: In 1994 the UNDP-WB Water and Sanita-
tion Programme for East Asia and the Pacific (WSP-EAP) was engaged to complement the UNICEF 
support to the National Centre for Environmental Health and Water Supply (Nam Saat). The role of  
Nam Saat was to develop rural water and sanitation services and to promote community participation 
in all stages of  the development and maintenance of  water and sanitation services. The focus was on 
strategic planning and institutional strengthening of  Nam Saat including assistance to the development 
of  the Rural Water Supply and Environmental Health Sector Strategy and Guideline National Frame-
work launched in 1997. The main objective of  the programme was: 1) to improve access, use and sus-
tainability of  new and existing wa ter sup ply and sanitation facilities in rural areas; and 2) to maximise 
the health and socioeconomic impact of  those water and sanitation facilities (servicing rural communi-
ties). Sida provided support to UNICEF as well as technical assistance directly to Nam Saat.

Rural Water and Sanitation/ Drinking Water Phase II 1998–2002: UNICEF Phase II of  the programme cov-
ered the period 1998–2002 when Sida gradually ceased channelling funds through WSP-EAP, and in 
2001 the funds went directly to Nam Saat. The Central Nam Saat interacted with the 18 Provincial 
Nam Saats and 250 District Nam Saats

Government 
Strengthening	the	Rule	of 	Law	in	Lao	PDR	Phase	I	1992–1995;	and	Support	to	the	Legal	Sector	Phase	II	1996–
2002: The agreement was extended to 2002. The Swedish Institute for Legal Development (SILD) was 
the Swedish agency for implementing most of  the activities. The overall objective for Phase I was to 
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strengthen the rule of  law by enhancing the functions of  the Ministry of  Justice (MoJ). Phase I consisted 
of  a number of  different components:

•	 Support	to	the	Vientiane	School	of 	Law	(English	training)

•	 Support	to	MoJ	(English	training	and	legal	training)

•	 Seminars	for	government	officials	in	the	legal	sector	including	the	procuratory	and	courts

•	 Support	to	publishing	and	dissemination	of 	the	Official	Gazette

•	 Support	to	the	development	of 	court	procedures

•	 Scholarships	and	study	tours	for	government	officials

•	 Strengthening	of 	the	Lao	Bar	Association

•	 Library	support	

•	 Procurement	of 	equipment

The overall objective for Phase II had the overall objective to support the legal sector by contributing to 
strengthening of  the rule of  law by supporting: the development of  the court system, the legal proce-
dures and MoJ, and increasing the number of  qualified lawyers and the upgrading of  competence of  
legal professionals. 

Statistical Project, National Statistics Centre Phase II 1994–1998, Phase III 1998–2001: Phase II of  the project 
commenced in 1994 and was a continuation of  Phase I that started in the 1982. Cooperation between 
Statistics Sweden and National Statistics Centre (NSC) began in 1991/92 and has continued since then. 
A main emphasis during the early 1990s was to prepare for the 1995 Census.

Transport 
Road Sector, Phase II & III 1991–1997: The scope of  the project as seen in 1994 was formed gradually 
over a number of  years since its start. The project evolved through a pattern that in broad terms resem-
bles many other assistance efforts in the sector – from a capital-intensive support generally related to 
equipment and materials to a support that incorporated institutional and capacity development of  the 
recipient institutions. The project objectives combined institutional development and construction of  
Road 13.35

The Lao-Swedish Road Sector Project (LSRSP), 1997–2001: The objective of  the project was to ease poverty 
in Oudomxai, Luang Prabang and Khammouan provinces and in the vicinity of  Road 13 South. This 
was to be achieved through sustainable improvement of  the road network in order to provide increased 
road access and to reduce transport costs. The components of  the LSRSP were:

1. Capacity building within the Ministry of  Communication, Transport, Post and Construction 
(MCTPC);

2. Periodic maintenance of  national roads (through IDA’s Third Highway improvement Project;

3. Construction/ rehabilitation and maintenance of  provincial and district roads (through ILO);

4. Construction of  community roads and implementation of  micro projects;

5. Access roads to Road 13 South between Vientiane and Pak Kading (180 km);

6. Support to Integrated Rural Accessibility Planning (IRAP) (through UNDP).

35 Sida, Project Evaluation: The Lao-Swedish Cooperation in the Road Sector, March 1994 (L-163)
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The LSRSP incorporated community mobilisation and capacity building for maintenance and rehabili-
tation of  community roads aiming at improved access to markets and social services. Components 3 
and 6 were implement through ILO and UNDP respectively:

•	 Employment Intensive Rural Roads Construction and Maintenance 1996-1997: The main objectives were to 
improve the rural transport system – and thereby improve access and social services in rural areas, 
and to contribute to the sustainability of  rural roads rehabilitation and maintenance (ILO);

•	 Rural Access Planning and Infrastructure for Basic Needs 1997–1999: The overall objective was to increase 
the levels of  access of  rural people to basic social and economic services through interventions that 
respond to the real needs of  the people. The immediate short-term objective was to develop the 
capacity for the ministry and the project provinces to plan for improved accessibility in rural areas. 
(UNDP) 

Forestry 
Lao-Swedish Forestry Project (LSFP) Phase III 1991–1996: Phase III adopted a changed approach, which 
emphasised Lao ownership of  the project and empowerment of  the village communities. This emphasis 
represented a complete change from the early stages of  the forestry programme. The main objective 
was improved productivity and sustainable use of  forest and agricultural land – in combination with 
conservation and protection of  target areas, land management and village participation in management 
and conservation. The programme comprised the following six sub-programmes:

•	 Central	Support	

•	 Forest	Inventory

•	 Silviculture

•	 Forestry	Training

•	 Forest	Resources	Conservation

•	 Shifting	Cultivation	and	Stabilisation	Research

Lao-Swedish Forestry Project (LSFP) Phase IV 1996–2002: In Phase IV, the changes introduced during Phase 
III were accentuated further to focus primarily on Lao ownership as an integral part of  the programme 
implementation. The assessment presented in the Performance Analysis (2003) was very positive on all 
aspects of  the programme36. The implementation period was extended with one year. There had been 
an increase of  activities related to forestry, environment and agriculture. Despite this increase, the inter-
nal coherence was well perceived37. The forestry programme had created conditions for increased and 
more sustainable rural production, and new models for community/village forestry in natural forests 
were introduced.

Programme Support to National Coordination of  Development Assistance and Investments in Ministry of  Agriculture and 
Forestry 1997–1999: The project was funded by Sida and administered and implemented through 
UNDP. The project was targeted for the Division of  International Co-operation and Investment (DICI) 
in Ministry of  Agriculture and Forestry (MAF). The project was expected to result in improved methods 
for planning, programming, monitoring and evaluation of  projects within DICI. The project was also 
expected to improve coordination among and between technical assistance projects and investment 
projects. With the total number of  projects above 400, there was a strong justification for coordination 
of  government and donor resources.

36 Sida, Performance Analysis, Embassy of  Sweden, Laos 2003 (L-16)
37 Sida Country Report 2003, April 2004 (L-36)
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Environmental protection 
Strengthening Environment Management (SEM) through Science, Technology and Environment Agency (STEA) 1999–
2003: The main objective was to enhance government environmental management capacity, and pro-
mote incorporation of  environmental concerns into the development process.

5.3.6 Volume of development assistance
Development cooperation contributions accounted for 6% of  the GDP in 1986 and 17% of  GDP in 
1998. More than half  of  the public budget derived from donor contributions, both soft credits and 
donations. The large majority of  public investment expenditures in Lao PDR were donor financed 
during the 1990s. Laos has been characterised as deeply dependent on official development assistance 
(ODA) even despite the relatively impressive economic growth in recent years.38 

The overall volume of  the Swedish development assistance grew during these years, but there was also 
a growth in the number of  interventions.

The graph shows total bilateral aid from Sweden (Disbursements). Amounts are given in USD millions, 
Current prices. Source: OECD-DAC Stats Online (http://stats.oecd.org/qwids)

5.3.7 Modality for the development cooperation
The approaches from the early days of  cooperation were reconsidered following some evaluations. An 
approach based on poverty and governance was introduced together with a continuation of  some activ-
ities from the previous decade.39 The first country strategy (CS) appeared in 1995 as a relative short, but 
concise document in Swedish, also including the regional cooperation. There is strong emphasis on 
capacity building in all areas of  cooperation. A second CS was developed during 1998 to cover four 
years from 1999 to 2003.

5.4 2000 to 2011

5.4.1 Context
Laos became more and more integrated into the regional economy. China and Vietnam became inter-
ested in exploiting the natural resources from forestry and mining. FDI increased rapidly in the mining, 
power, and forestry sectors. China and Vietnam overtook Thailand as the main source of  FDI. The 

38 A broad and comprehensive, but critical, account of  the development aid provided to Lao is presented in Viliam 
Phraxayavong, History of  Aid to Laos, Motivations and Impacts, Chiang Mai: Mekong Press, 2009.

39 See in particular the CS prepared during 1998 and for the large forestry and environment sector there are several indica-
tions of  the change. See in particular Jerry Murray et al., Special Study. Lao Ownership of  LSFP, Department of  Forestry, 
LSFP, December 2000. 
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level of  development cooperation continued to increase both in numbers of  partners and in over-all 
value. Half  of  public sector expenditure was externally financed. Foreign trade relations with the USA 
were established in 2004. Laos applied to join the WTO in July 1997 and the WTO General Council 
agreed to set up a working party in February 1998. The working party has met five times since October 
2004, the last meeting being held on 14 July 2009. Laos’ neighbouring countries are long-time mem-
bers.

The government’s National Poverty Eradication Programme (NPEP) was presented at the Round Table 
Meeting in September 2003. The NPEP is the Lao equivalent of  poverty reduction strategy. The NPEP 
was renamed to become the National Growth and Poverty Eradication Strategy (NGPES). The NGPES 
has three pillars: macroeconomic stability, economic growth, and regional integration. Some of  the 
NGPES key features were: 

•	 Agricultural	development	focused	on	improving	food	security	with	the	aim	of 	reducing	the	dispari-
ties between lowland and upland production systems; 

•	 The	strategy	for	the	education	sector	was	to	improve	both	school	access	and	quality;	

•	 As	regards	the	health	sector,	the	strategy	was	to	improve	the	primary	health	care	and	better	access	to	
water and sanitation; 

•	 The	strategy	for	the	road	sector	was	to	improve	maintenance	of 	existing	rural	road	networks	and	
expansion of  these to provide access to isolated communities;

•	 Economic	growth	was	to	be	attained	through	private	sector	development	and	increased	FDI;

•	 Complementary	cross-sector	priorities	included	environmental	protection,	sustainable	natural	
resources management, and promotion of  gender equality.

Implementation of  the NGPES requires substantial public resources, particularly as regards expansion 
of  the social services. A weakness of  the NGPES is the lack of  specification on how policy statements 
are translated into action. The NGPES builds on certain assumptions concerning the future growth 
rates, which at the time looked somewhat optimistic.40

The overarching objectives for the 2006-2010 period – halving of  poverty 2015 – was set out in the 
National Socio-Economic Development Plan (NSEDP), which was adopted by the National Assembly. 
It has given the formal status as the National Poverty Reduction Strategy and as such forms the basis 
for WB’s, EU’s and other development partners’ support. The NSEDP replaced the NGPES. 

5.4.2 International development perspectives 
The 2000 Millennium Summit was held at UN headquarters in New York in order to discuss the role of  
the UN at the turn of  the twenty-first century. The Millennium’s Declaration’s eight chapters were 
drafted. The eight MDGs, originally developed by OECD, were developed out of  the eight chapters of  
the Millennium Declaration. UN member states and international organisations agreed to achieve the 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) by 2015. The MDGs aim to spur development by improving 
social and economic conditions for the world’s poorest countries. The 2000 Millennium Summit was 
followed by the World Summit, which took place in September 2005.

The aid effectiveness movement wanting to help poor countries achieve the 2015 MDGs gained 
momentum with the 2002 Monterrey Consensus and the 2003 Rome Declaration, which culminated 
with the 2005 Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness. The Third High Level Forum in Accra, Ghana 
took stock of  progress and built on the Paris Declaration to accelerate the pace of  change. The Accra 

40 Sida, Country Strategy for Swedish development cooperation with Laos 2004–2008 (L-37)
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Agenda for Action (AAA) was endorsed in order to step up progress towards the commitments outlined 
in the Paris Declaration. Drawing on evidence from the 2006 and 2008 Surveys on Monitoring the 
Paris Declaration, the AAA identified three main areas where progress towards reform is still too slow: 
1) country ownership; 2) building more effective and inclusive partnerships; and 3) achieving develop-
ment results – and openly account for them.

The Johannesburg 2002 Summit (Rio + 10) – the World Summit on Sustainable Development – was held to 
focus the world’s attention and direct action towards critical development challenges, including improv-
ing people’s lives and conserving natural resources in a world with high population growth rates and 
ever increasing demands for food, water, shelter, sanitation, energy, health, education, and economic 
security. The Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development elaborates the challenges and the 
commitment to sustainable development. The challenges concern: poverty eradication, the increasing 
gap between the developed and the developing worlds, the continuation of  loss of  biodiversity, and the 
uneven distribution of  benefits and costs of  globalisation.

5.4.3 Swedish development cooperation policies and objectives
The overall goal and the six thematic goals for Swedish development cooperation remain the same as 
those that were guiding the development cooperation during the 1990s.

Sweden was the first OECD/ DAC member country to adopt a ‘whole of  government approach’ to 
‘equitable and sustainable global development’ that expressed the need for all government departments 
to buy-in to promote coherence41 in the Swedish policy framework. The innovative Policy for Global 
Development (PGD) endorsed by Parliament in December 2003 commits Sweden to an overarching pov-
erty reduction mandate and prescribes a government-wide approach to global development, including 
amongst other: trade, agriculture, environment, security migration, economic policy, etc. Two perspec-
tives permeate all parts of  the policy: a rights perspective; and the perspective for the poor on develop-
ment. The content of  the PGD was formulated with respect to eight central thematic themes and com-
ponent elements.

•	 Democracy	and	good	governance;

•	 Respect	for	human	rights;

•	 Gender	equality;

•	 Sustainable	use	of 	natural	resources	and	protection	of 	the	environment;

•	 Economic	growth;

•	 Social	development	and	security;

•	 Conflict	prevention	and	resolution;

•	 Global	public	goods.

Sida’s Strategy for Humanitarian Assistance 2008–2010 is derived from the Sweden’s 2004 Humanitarian Aid 
Policy. The objective of  Sida’s humanitarian assistance is to save lives, alleviate suffering and maintain 
human dignity during or in the immediate aftermath of  a disaster. Sida’s humanitarian work will be 
controlled by international law, in particular International Humanitarian Law (IHL), and be guided by 
the Principles of  Good Humanitarian Donorship (GHD). Sida will operate through UN agencies, the 
Red Cross Movement, Swedish and international NGOs, and relevant authorities. Sida’s handling of  

41 Coherence is one of  the EU’s 3Cs – the two other being Coordination and Complementarity. The definition of  the 3Cs has 
to be given with reference to the Maastricht Treaty modified by the Amsterdam Treaty (articles 177 up to 181, to be adapt-
ed if  necessary with the Lisbon Treaty).
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the appropriations shall be flexible and support the transition to recovery and long-term development 
cooperation.

Sweden’s policy development for its international development assistance had a substantial influence on 
how the development cooperation between Laos and Sweden was shaped.

5.4.4 Country strategies

Country Strategy 1999–2003 
Reference is made to Section 5.3.4. A major shift in this country strategy compared to previous strate-
gies was that the support to the forestry sector ceased, and was replaced with environmental resources 
management.

Country Strategy 2004–2008 
The Swedish development cooperation42 with Laos focussed on:

•	 Strengthening	of 	Laos’	capacity	to	reduce	poverty	on	a	long-term	and	environmentally	sustainable	
basis;

•	 Promoting	and	strengthening	the	conditions	for	democracy,	rule	of 	law	and	respect	for	human	
rights.

The NGPES formed the basis for Sweden’s policy dialogue with the Lao government. The priority 
issues for policy dialogue were: 

•	 Greater	respect	for	human	rights,	especially	rights	of 	the	child	and	rights	of 	ethnic	minorities;

•	 Democratic	governance,	with	the	emphasis	on	greater	transparency	and	accountability,	including	
corruption control in public administration

•	 Application	of 	the	principles	of 	the	rule	of 	law,	emphasising	the	independence	of 	the	judicial	system	
and the rights to a fair trial;

•	 Rights-based	rural	development;

•	 Improved	quality	in	basic	education;

•	 The	need	for	greater	HIV/AIDS	awareness.

The bulk of  the cooperation was to be provided on a bilateral basis. Greater efforts would be made to 
develop sector coordination, establish co-financing arrangements with other development partners, and 
to promote increased harmonisation. Sweden took the view that the situation in Laos was not condu-
cive to the Sector Wide Approaches (SWAp) and budget support. Sweden would continue to support a 
number of  regional development initiatives that would benefit Laos, such as the Mekong River Com-
mission (MRC) and the Asian Institute of  Technology (AIT). The main sectors were:

•	 Education/	Research

•	 Health	

•	 Water	Supply	and	Sanitation

•	 Transport/	Roads

•	 Forestry

42 Ibid L-37
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•	 Environment	protection

•	 Government

Country Strategy September 2008 to December 2011 
The Swedish government decided that the bilateral development cooperation with Laos should be con-
cluded by 31 December 2011, with the exception of  one intervention that extends beyond 2011. A 
Phase-out strategy for the Swedish development cooperation with Laos was elaborated accordingly43. 
The focus of  the development cooperation during the phase-out period is to: consolidate results, 
achieve sub-goals set for the cooperation, and follow-up and document more than thirty years of  devel-
opment assistance to Laos.

The overarching objectives for Sweden’s phase-out strategy are to: improve the living conditions of  
people living in poverty through more efficient public administration and the sustainable use of  Laos’ 
resources; and help increase understanding and respect for the principles of  democratic governance 
and human rights. The objectives are based on the former country strategy for 2004–2008. The coop-
eration is consistent with the two PDG perspectives: the rights perspective, and the perspective for the 
poor on development. The main sectors are:

•	 Infrastructure	–	transport/	road	sector

•	 Environmental	protection

•	 Education	

•	 Research	

•	 Government

5.4.5 Sectors 

Education 
Adviser to the Ministry of  Education/ Department of  Planning and Cooperation 2001–2004: The objective was to 
support the MoE in the coordination of  projects and programmes within a common financing and 
policy framework and to establish favourable conditions for a sector wide approach (SWAp) in order to 
reach the government’s Education for All (EFA) commitments. There were some commitments towards 
SWAp, but the main constraints were political commitment and government counterpart funding to 
make the investments sustainable.44

Inclusive Education Programme (IEP): Phase I 2000–2002, Phase II 2002–2005, Phase III 2005–2008. The 
objective of  the project was to provide education to Children with Special Needs in ordinary schools. 
The project covered 271 schools in 18 provinces, which represents a small percentage of  all schools in 
the country. 

The Teacher Training Enhancement and Status of  Teachers (TTEST) 2002–2007: The TTEST is a Sub-compo-
nent of  the ADB supported Second Education Quality Improvement Project II (EQIP II) funded with a 
Sida grant. The EQIP II became effective in March 2002. The long-term goal of  EQIP II is to reduce 
poverty by helping the government achieve quality education for all children. The Ministry of  Educa-
tion (MoE) is the executing agency. The EQIP II Component 1 is concerned with improving the quality 
of  teachers. TTEST is a Sub-component of  Component 1. The co-financing agreement between ADB 

43 Ministry of  Foreign Affairs, Phase-out strategy for Swedish development cooperation with Laos – September 2008 – 
December 2011, July 2008 (L-10)

44 Sida Country Report 2003, April 2004 (L-36)
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and Sida was signed in July 2002. The TTEST project is aimed at improved teacher training, higher 
status and better conditions for teachers with the intention of  getting qualified teachers in the primary 
schools in rural areas. The TTEST comprises six components:

•	 Strengthened	and	improved	national	teacher	programme

•	 Course	development

•	 Training	of 	trainers

•	 Strengthened	and	improved	teacher	training	colleges	and	management

•	 Operational	studies	to	support	planning	and	implementation

•	 Improved	teacher	salaries,	incentives	and	working	conditions

The education sector was added as a new sector in the Country Strategy 1999-2003, and this included 
in particular teachers’ education as the highest priority seen in the light of  the scarcity of  trained teach-
ers. The distribution of  trained teachers between the provinces and the quality of  teachers’ education 
constituted major problems for social development. The TTEST project will be concluded by the end 
of  2010. 

Demand Driven Basic Education Project: Phase I 2003–2005, Phase II 2005–2007. The objective of  the 
project was to find alternative low-cost models of  basic education by improving access and quality of  
education through community involvement. The project focussed on two pilot districts in Vientiane 
province. Village Trust Funds – with voluntary contributions from the village residents – were set up in 
the villages for support of  poor children, school maintenance, textbooks, and teaching learning aids.

Research cooperation 
The Research Cooperation for Livestock Based Sustainable Farming Systems in the Lower Mekong Basin (MEKARN), 
Phase I 2001–2003, Phase II 2004–2007: Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam are cooperating 
within animal production research in the regional network MEKARN. MEKARN originates in: an 
international MSc programme started by the Swedish University of  Agricultural Sciences (SLU) in 
1989; and Sida’s bilateral research cooperation in Vietnam. In the 1990s, these two interventions were 
used for the creation of  MEKARN – embracing the four countries. The aim was to strengthen regional 
cooperation in research, training, and information on livestock as the epicentre of  sustainable farming 
systems. The MEKARN development objectives were to contribute to poverty alleviation, and to 
improve the livelihood of  poor farmers. In order to meet these objectives, MEKARN has programme 
objectives in terms of  capacity building and research. The cooperation took the form in MSc and PhD 
training and networking. 

Support to research and capacity building at the National University of  Laos (NUOL) 2003–2007: An agreement 
was entered into between NUOL and Sida/SAREC to embark on a longer-term cooperation on higher 
education and research. The main programme objective was to promote research and the development 
of  institutional capacity, in the effort to strengthen higher education and university development. Five 
faculties were involved in the cooperation: forestry, agriculture, education, science, and social sciences. 
The bilateral research cooperation includes PhD and MSc training in cooperation with Swedish univer-
sities, training in financial management and support to Information Communication Technology (ICT). 
A further extension to December 20111 was made to enable PhD students to complete their doctorates.

Health 
National Drug Policy Programme (NDP) Phase III 2001–2003, and Phase IV 2006–2009: The Phase III was a 
continuation of  the support that started in 1993. Phase IV ended with a 9 months extension in Septem-
ber 2009. The programme was largely on track, but progress was affected by the SARS epidemic. A 
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major event in 2003 was the National Drug Policy Plan conference focusing on lessons learned and 
future aspects.

Water and Sanitation 
Rural Water and Sanitation/ Drinking Water Phase III 2003–2004: The Programme was a continuation of  
Phase II (1998–2002) and was extended from January 2003 to 30 June 2004. Important consultancies 
were implemented during this phase, which included: revision of  the National Strategy for Rural Water 
Supply and Environmental Health; and consultancies to develop the Information Education and Infor-
mation (IEC) Strategy, a Human Resource Development (HRD) Plan for Nam Saat, a Gender Action 
Plan, and a Monitoring and Evaluation system.45

Government and Civil Society 
Statistical Project, National Statistics Centre (NSC): This support continued from the 1990s with a Phase IV 
2001–2005 and a Phase V 2005–2008. The main objective was to access and use statistics for planning, 
decision-making and monitoring. The project objectives were: a) strengthening of  statistics in the socio-
economic field – production; b) strengthening the infrastructure of  the Lao statistical system – quality; 
and c) strengthening the NSC to become the main body for monitoring statistical activities – organisa-
tion and management. The first objective regarding socio-economic statistics had the highest priority. A 
government decree in 2002 defined NSC as the responsible agency for official statistics. 

Provincial Radio 2001–2002, and 2005–2008: Danicom implemented the first phase (2002–2003). The 
second phase (2006–2009) was executed by the Swedish Radio Media Development Office, Lao 
National Radio, and seven Province Radio Stations. The project objective was enhanced ability of  the 
management and staff  of  Lao National Radio and Provincial Radio Stations to deliver good quality 
and interactive public service radio. The Swedish support to Lao National Radio build on the central 
idea that freedom of  expression is an essential part of  human rights and democracy – two priority 
themes in Sweden’s cooperation with Laos. 

A number of  legal support interventions were undertaken: 

•	 Strengthening of  the Judiciary in Lao PDR – People’s Supreme Court (PSC) 2000-2004: The main objective 
was to strengthen the capacity of  legal institutions to build a national legal framework. The support 
PSC mainly consisted of  different kinds of  legal and English training. The support was provided 
through UNDP.

•	 Strengthening the Office of  the Public Prosecutor (OPP) 2000–2004: The project had two main objectives: 
strengthening the legal knowledge and capacity of  the OPP through development through compre-
hensive curricula development and training programmes; and establishment of  a database for col-
lection and generation of  statistics on crime cases. The support was provided through UNDP. 

•	 Legal Sector Reform 2004–2006: The support is a continuation of  the previous interventions

Strengthening of  the Legal Education and Training in Lao PDR/ Faculty of  Law, Phase I 2000–2003 and Phase II 
2003–2009: The overall objective was to improve the quality of  the graduates’ competence from the 
Faculty of  Law. The support was intended to improve the rule of  law situation by ensuring predictabil-
ity, equality, as well as respect for and protection of  human rights. The Project focused on three specific 
components or sub-objectives: improving the technical capacity and pedagogical knowledge among fac-
ulty teachers; improving the management and administration capacity; and improving the students’ 
motivation. The project was based on a twinning arrangement between the Faculty of  Law and Politi-
cal Science at the National University of  Laos and the Law Department of  Umeå University. The legal 

45 National Water Supply And Environmental Health Programme in Laos. Joint External Evaluation – Sida Evaluation 04/24 
(L-4) 
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education in Laos was very young. The opening up of  the country to international trade and the inter-
nal societal changes called for a large number of  well-trained lawyers. 

Administration Reform in the Luang Prabang Province: Phase I 2001–2005, Phase II 2005–2010. The main 
objective was to assist in design and implementation of  a more accountable, transparent and participa-
tory governance system. The support to decentralisation in the province of  Luang Prabang has been 
implemented by UNDP. According to Sida sources progress was believed to be critically slow.

Support to the Tax Authority 2002–2007: The project comprised a one-year bridging phase through UNDP 
and a five-year implementation phase. The background for the project was decreasing revenues in rela-
tion to GDP and the need to improve fiscal policy. The five-year phase comprised support to: tax policy 
and administration, human resources, an organisation and management. A twinning arrangement was 
made between the Tax Department of  MoF and the Swedish Tax Agency.

Public Finance Management Support Project (PFMSP): The project was a SEK 4 million allocation to the WB 
operated Trust Fund for Public Finance Management.

Promotion of  the Convention on the Rights of  the Child (CRC) 2002–2005: The main objective was: Improved 
knowledge and understanding of  CRC and increased child participation. Implementation period: Sep-
tember 2002–August 2005. The project was implemented through UNICEF, and the assessment was 
rather positive following initial problems. The Juvenile Justice and CRC 2006-2009 was a continuation 
of  the CRC project. 

Funding support to the Democracy and Human Rights Fund 2002–2008: The fund financed various activities, 
amongst other: 1) the informal bilateral working group on human rights (IWG); 2) Support to the Par-
ticipatory Development Training Centre (PADECT), which is a non-profit centre established in 1992; 
3) attendance of  five Lao officials at the UN Commission on Human Rights; and 4) financing of  the 
International Symposium on Achieving the MDGs in a multi-ethnic society.

Transport 
Lao-Swedish Road Sector Programme II (LSRSP 2) 2001–2005,and Phase III 2005–2009: The overall objective 
of  LSRSP 2 activities remained essentially the same as for LSRSP I 1997–2000. The objective of  the 
project was to ease poverty in Oudomxai, Luang Prabang, Khammouane and Borikhamxay provinces. 
This was achieved through the establishment of  a sustainable management regime for local roads 
improvement of  the rural road network, leading to increased access and reduced transport costs. The 
internalisation of  the project in the Department of  Roads and the under-funding of  the Road Mainte-
nance Fund were concerns that might put the sustainability of  the project at risk46.

Rehabilitation of  Road No. 8, 2001–2005: Road 8 runs through Borikhamxay Province and connects Laos 
with Vietnam. The road is about 80 km long and is located in a mountainous area. The rehabilitation 
of  the road was financed with a soft loan in the amount of  SEK 100 million. The work was seriously 
delayed as the joint venture of  Lao and Vietnamese state owned enterprises did not perform well. A 
grant in the amount of  SEK 12 million was allocated to accommodate a number of  services that were 
not included in the project design, e.g. an investigation of  the Nam Theum Bridge.47

Forestry 
Lao Swedish Upland Agriculture and Forestry Research Programme (LSUAFRP) 2001–2007: The National Agri-
culture and Forestry Research Institute (NAFRI) was the executing agency. The programme was com-
prehensive and a continuation of  previous forestry projects. The focus was on peripheral and poor 
areas and involved a multitude of  coherent interventions. Support was provided to the establishment of  

46 Sida Country Report 2003, Laos (L-36)
47 Ibid L-36
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NAFRI which amongst others included four research projects: 1) Farming system research; 2) Forestry 
research; 3) Land management research; and 4) Socio-economic and marketing research.

National Forest Strategy 2020, 2000–2004: The support was concerned with the development of  a long-
term national forest strategy. A second draft of  the Forest Strategy 2020 was submitted in February 
2003. Sida commented: on the need for a more detailed analysis on land use and forest cover changes; 
on the relationship between the public and private sector; and on implementation, monitoring and 
evaluation mechanisms48. The Forest Strategy 2020 Implementation Promotion (FSIP) Project 2006–
2010 was the implementation part of  the National Forest Strategy. 

Conservation for Sustainable Livelihoods 2003–2010: Core support was provided to the International Union 
for Conservation of  Nature (IUNC) to enable the IUNC to work on a policy level, mainly in three core 
programmes: Ecosystems and people; Legal and other enabling frameworks; and Administration and 
management. A Country Programme Agreement (CPA) was entered into for the period 2004–2007 
based on IUCN’s Five-Year Strategic Framework. The core support was extended to 2010. 

Environmental protection 
Upland Research and Capacity Development Programme (URDP) 2007–2012: The project aims at poverty 
reduction in the northern upland areas of  Laos by improving people’s livelihood and food security – 
primarily through the promotion of  systems and practices for sustainable productive natural resources 
management. The project focuses on the village level and includes activities that will improve condi-
tions for marketing of  upland products.

Strengthening Environment Management (SEM) through Science, Technology and Environment Agency (STEA) Phase I 
2001–2006, and Phase II 2006–2010: The main objective was to enhance government environmental 
management capacity, and promote incorporation of  environmental concerns into the development 
process. An external review was conducted in February 2003, which concluded that the project had 
enhanced he environmental management capacity at STEA. There was a noticeable improvement in 
technical knowledge and skills, focusing on national policy and strategy development, as well as Envi-
ronmental Impact Assessments (EIA) and Environmental Education and Awareness (EEA).49 

5.4.6 Volume of development assistance

The graph shows total bilateral aid from Sweden (Disbursements). Amounts are given in USD millions, 
Current prices. Source: OECD-DAC Stats Online (http://stats.oecd.org/qwids)

48 Ibid L-36
49 Ibid L-36
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The economic volume of  Sida’s support in this period is as follows subdivided on main (Sida) sectors:

Swedish Financial Contribution/Input (MSEK) 2008 - 2011:

Natural resource management and environment 118

Human rights and democratic governance 60

Infrastructure 62

Education and health 47

Research cooperation 40

Source: Sida Results Matrix updated 2009.

The total country allocation for Lao PDR was initially 100 MSEK per year but increased to 120 
MSEK in 2001 and to 160 MSEK in 2002. Total disbursements during 1999–2002 amounted to 491.7 
MSEK.

5.4.7 Modality for the development cooperation
The Paris and Vientiane declarations did not seem to have changed the mode of  cooperation to any 
major extent, which remained essentially project based, but was perceived as having a high degree of  
national ownership. The phasing-out came as a surprise to many partners. 

Sida is generally acknowledged for its high technical quality and its flexible way of  conducting develop-
ment cooperation. A comparative study of  Project Cycle Management in Lao projects covering 10 dif-
ferent donors showed that Sida was perceived as being more flexible and had a high degree of  Lao 
partners involved in identification and formulation processes50. A similar study by the same team on 
procurement and financial management came to the same conclusion.

It is worth noticing that there is no clear distinction between programmes and projects. For forestry and 
environment the ensemble of  activities would have been termed as a programme by other donors. Sida 
has relied on a project approach although some of  the larger projects are called programmes. However, 
there are few attempt of  using the Sector Wide Approach (SWAp) modality. The Project Management 
Units (PMUs) changed their structural position and were internalised into the relevant ministerial struc-
tures. However, for the larger projects or programmes, a large number of  ministry staff  are involved in 
the PMU-like activities. 

The Embassy continued to take an active part in the Laos’ harmonisation and alignment work in 
accordance with the Paris Declaration. Following the agreement on the Vientiane Declaration on Aid 
Effectiveness in November 200651, a National Action Plan for making the Declaration operational was 
submitted in 2007 – having a focus on human rights, democracy, and rule of  law.

50 Project Cycle Management in Lao PDR, Department of  International Cooperation, Vientiane 2002. 
51 The Vientiane Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, 2006, co-signed by 23 development partners.
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6. Lessons Learned

The main interventions by sector supported by Sweden over the period from 1974–2010 are:

•	 Education

•	 Research

•	 Health

•	 Environment	protection

•	 Transport

•	 Energy	generation	and	supply

•	 Water	supply	and	sanitation

•	 Government	and	civil	society

•	 Humanitarian	aid

A number of  lessons learned52 can be drawn from project/programme documents, especially for those 
sectors for which evaluations have been conducted. The evaluations mainly elaborate on efficiency and 
effectiveness and to a lesser degree on outcome, impact and sustainability. The context has changed 
considerably over time, which may imply that the lessons learned from the first decades of  development 
cooperation may be of  less relevance today. An account – mainly drawn from review and evaluation 
reports – of  the results/ lessons learned from the most important sector interventions is presented 
below:

Forestry 
By 1985, Sweden’s contribution to State Forestry Enterprises had had some promising results. Two func-
tioning forestry enterprises had been built from scratch – each producing 25,000 m3 of  logs annually. 
The forestry programme had, however, not succeeded in establishing sustained forestry operations with 
a long-term perspective, as the regeneration dimension had not been successful. The programme had 
to a large extent invested in too capital-intensive technology. The two enterprises had failed to generate 
foreign income from export, which was one of  the main objectives. Radical marketing changes were 
needed if  the enterprises were to generate net foreign exchange earnings. The programme had not 
been able to protect the forest against shifting cultivation.53 

The Forest Inventory Project (FIP) was evaluated in March 1994. The FIP formed part of  the Lao-Swedish 
Forestry Programme (LSFP) that was implemented in four phases from 1984 to 2002. A nationwide 
Forest Reconnaissance Survey was started in 1987 and completed in 1991, in which year the first phase 
of  the FIP was started coinciding with the launch of  the LSFP Phase III. The evaluation concluded 
that the FIP was relevant and successful subject to a number of  observations made. A National Forest 
Inventory is aimed at providing information as a basis for the development of  national policies and 
plans. The evaluation stated that the link between the FIP and the potential users of  the information 
was lacking. In spite of  the evaluation’s critical comments, the LSFP was deemed a worthy 

52 DAC definition of  lessons learned: Generalisations based on evaluation experiences with project, programmes, or policies 
that abstract from the specific circumstances to broader situations. Frequently lessons highlight strengths or weaknesses in 
preparation, design, and implementation that affect performance, outcome and impact.

53 Ibid L-56
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programme. The author of  the evaluation was convinced that the loss of  forest is “an evolutionary 
process, which is caused by an imbalance between productivity in agriculture and population growth”.54

A review of  the Lao-Swedish Forestry Programme was conducted in February 2001 as the programme was 
coming to an end. The programme did not perform satisfactory in the first years of  LSFP IV (1996-
2002) and was struggling with different constraints. The cooperation between sub-programmes 
improved and important progress was made over the last couple of  years. A weakness of  the pro-
gramme, particularly when the emphasis was on methods development, was that the accounting system 
was not activity based, which would have enabled to assess the cost-effectiveness of  the various methods 
conceived.55

The Programme Support to National Coordination of  Development Assistance and Investments (MAF 1997-
1999) was evaluated in 2001. A critical assumption was that MAF would be committed to change its 
operational procedures in order to improve M&E and coordination. This assumption did not hold due 
to policy developments in Laos in the late 1990s. The related implications for MAF and DICI were not 
possible to anticipate at the time of  formulating the project. The transition from a situation with a high 
number of  projects with each their own Project Management Unit to an advanced form of  sector pro-
gramme support with pooling of  funds was from the start a complicated exercise. Formal meeting 
between donors were rare in Laos. Informal meetings were held (often between a limited number of  
donors), which resulted in information not being shared between donors and with government.56

A Mid-term Review of  IUNC’s Conservation for Sustainable Livelihoods was conducted in 2006. The main 
findings were: 1) the planning and monitoring and follow-up mechanisms applied are characterised by 
informal approaches as well as formal reporting and review meeting with Sida; 2) the development in 
core programmes reflects a situation where all actors support a less restricted framework; and 3) there 
are different views on suitable M&E approaches and use of  indicators reflecting different organisational 
cultures. A main lesson was that experiences from Laos and Vietnam have helped IUNC country offices 
to move away from project dependency, and focus on internal strategic planning and innovation. The 
mid-term review is more concerned with process and less on substance.57 

Transport / Roads 
Sweden’s support to road infrastructure rehabilitation included supply of  Baily bridges as part of  the 
import support. Some 130-135 bridges had been supplied covering about 25% of  the on the national 
road network. The supply of  Baily bridges commenced in the 1970 and continued during the 1980s. 
The support was subject to an evaluation during 1990–1992. The field visit showed that most bridges 
had been well constructed, but in most cases components were missing, which reduced the carrying 
capacity. The maintenance of  the bridges was observed to be virtually non-existent. Calculations 
showed that two-lane Baily bridges were probably more expensive than concrete bridges with similar 
carrying capacity and width. The larger part of  the cost of  a concrete bridge can be met in local cur-
rency, and would as such be more advantageous. However, the Lao capability to design and construct 
concrete bridges was limited. The evaluation recommended that maintenance of  the Baily bridges and 
spare parts were included in the ongoing Road Sector Programme.58

54 Planalys Konsult, Lao-Swedish Forestry Cooperation Programme: Evaluation of  the Forest Inventory Project (L-124)
55 Report of  Sida Advisory Group Review of  the Lao-Swedish Forestry Programme, February 2001 (L-126)
56 Thorsten Celander, An Evaluation of  a Donor Co-ordination Project in the Ministry of  Agriculture and Forestry, and an 

Assessment of  the Scope for Support to Donor Co-ordination in the Future, November 2001 (L-160)
57 Ramboll, Mid-term Review: Sida – IUNC Lao country Programme Agreement (CPA) ‘Conservation for Sustainable Liveli-

hoods’ and the Mechanism of  Sida – IUNC country Programme Agreements, August 2006 (L-263)
58 Ibid L-211
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An evaluation was undertaken of  the Road Sector Phase I (1987–1990) in mid 1989. Only 36 km of  road 
had been completed. The remaining sections were not regularly maintained and could be used only by 
heavy-duty vehicles. The organisation of  responsibilities within the Ministry and its state enterprises 
needed to be clearly defined. The evaluation recommended continued support to the road sector 
including the construction of  Road 13S to Pad Kading and training of  road surveyors and supervisors. 
Rather than State Enterprise 13S constructing the road, the evaluation recommended that the con-
struction work be tendered on the basis of  a competitive international bidding.59

The shape of  the Road Sector Support in the early 1990s was formed gradually over a number of  years 
since the start. The support progressed through three overlapping but fairly distinct phases: i) import 
support; ii) project support; and iii) project support with focus on institutional development. A review 
was undertaken in 1993, which comprised general observations of  the progress and recommendations 
for future support. The concept of  the Sida support was based on a public road administration with 
direct labour (force account) for operations for maintenance and construction. The decision to abandon 
force account work in favour of  private sector involvement would have immediate consequences on the 
number of  employees in the ministry. The focus of  the public agency would be much more on planning 
and effective management.60

The community roads components of  LSRSP Phase 1 were subject to a mid-term review in December 1999. 
It was found that benefits to normal traffic were obvious in most areas; that travel time had been 
reduced considerably; and that traffic generation had happened. The short-term effects of  the rural 
roads improvement were remarkable, but that these would not last if  the roads were not maintained. A 
number of  unsettled problems were identified: poor administrative/ executive district capacity; defi-
cient number of  qualified staff; and near absence of  regular road maintenance.61 

The Community Road Model (CRM), which was part of  LSRSP 2, was evaluated in 2004.The CRM 
is a management system developed for rural access infrastructure that consists of  three steps: planning, 
implementation, and maintenance. The evaluation found that the CRM was highly relevant and that 
many positive effects could be expected. It was a system that enabled local communities to help them-
selves out of  poverty. The development of  a Rural Transport Policy supporting the CRM would consti-
tute an important platform to increase sustainability.62

Energy Generation and Supply 
The Xeset Hydropower Project was reviewed early on in June 1989. The project suffered some delay due to 
the closing of  the Lao/ Thai border in December 1988. The project organisation was satisfactorily 
established and the implementation mainly on track. The access to the construction site depended on 
bridges being in place to take the heavy transport of  equipment. Six-seven bridges on the Pakse-Xeset 
access road were reconstructed, but there was some doubt about their carrying capacity. Findings were 
made as regards an EdL staff  training programme and the site organisation. Measures were proposed 
to reduce and compensate the affected communities for the socio-economic implications.63 

The Gazification Project was evaluated May 1991. A cost comparison was made between a gazifier gener-
ator and diesel generator. This comparison showed that the cost of  gazifier produced electricity was at 
least 30% higher than electricity produced by a diesel generator. It was observed there are many prob-
lems associated with the operation of  a gazifier, especially under primitive conditions – and that there 

59 Sida, Lao Road Sector Support: Evaluation of  current support and identification of  continued cooperation, June 1989 
(L-180)

60 Sida, Project Evaluation: The Lao-Swedish Cooperation in the Road Sector, March 1994 (L-163)
61 Sida, Mid-Term Review of  the Community Road Components of  the Lao-Swedish Road Sector Project 1997–2000, Janu-

ary 2000 (L-286) 
62 WSP, Evaluation of  the Community Road Model (CRM), August 2004 (L-256)
63 SEC Energy, Xeset Hydropower Project: Review No. 1 of  the Implementation of  the Project, June 1989 (L-188)
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are no immediate advantages for using this technique. The evaluation recommended that a diesel gen-
erator should replace the gazifier, and that the Institute of  Technology should take over the gazifier 
over on an experimental basis.64

Education 
A joint annual review was undertaken of  Sida’s support to the Teacher Training Enhancement and Status 
(TTEST) project in November 2004. A main observation was that there was a need for an education 
sector strategic plan within which TTEST and other projects and activities fit. Without a sector plan it 
was found that there would be a risk that development work within the education sector would be 
donor driven instead of  being guided by MoE in the driving seat. The EFA and the NGPES would 
cover most of  the ground to produce a sector plan. Other issues were: the need for improved donor 
coordination and partnership among the stakeholders in education in order to ensure that education 
goals are successfully realised; the need for MoE to develop adequate planning and management capac-
ity; the necessity to keep focus on activities that respond to the needs of  the poor and ethnic minority 
groups; the respective roles of  the central and decentralised levels of  MoE – a tendency was observed 
that more of  the responsibilities were moved away from the provincial and district levels; and finally, the 
government’s financial contributions – that seemed to be a source of  ongoing worry – and which raised 
a general concern about the teacher education improvements.65

Research 
The research cooperation for Livestock Based Sustainable Farming in the Lower Mekong Basin (MEKARN) 
was evaluated in 2007 as regards the 2004–2007 period. The relevance of  the MEKARN programme 
was assessed to be high in a regional perspective and in a poverty alleviation perspective. It was also 
found high in terms of  environment, food safety, and poverty alleviation. The impact of  the MEKARN 
programme on the research agendas of  the involved institutions has been a profound shift of  the orien-
tation from commercial farming systems and practices towards the problems of  smallholder farmers. 
One sustainability issue concerned the prospect of  securing continued government employment on 
competitive salaries after termination of  the support. The evaluation indicated that the MEKARN 
research could be better linked to the bilateral research programme and the country programme, for 
example regarding the role of  livestock in forestry development.66

The research support to the National University of  Laos (NUOL) included an ICT project, which was eval-
uated in 2007. The ICT Policy, Strategy and Master Plan for NUOL were approved by the University 
authorities in 2003 and were reviewed in 2005, which gave rise to the five-year ICT project. It was the 
evaluators’ general observation that the policy/ strategy/ master plan was more technology oriented 
than education oriented. While these technologies were required to integrate ICT in the University, 
they were not coordinated around the benefits to be realised for the target group. The evaluators’ con-
cluded that the ICT project might be a technical success, but a social/ education failure.67

Health 
The Mother and Child Health project was evaluated in 1991. Project progress was delayed at the begin-
ning. A consultant assisted to draw up a two-year plan of  action, which helped to set more specific 
directions, especially for the MCH institute to do its job on promotion of  the preventive part rather 
than the originally expected curative roles. Despite the delay in implementing the plan prepared for 
1990–1991, encouraging changes were observed in the provision of  services for mothers and children. 
The services in the provincial and district hospitals for mothers and children were organised to give 

64 Evaluation of  the gazification project, May 1991 (L-185)
65 Lao PDR – TTEST Project: Sida Advisory Team (SAT) Join Annual Review Mission Report, November 2004 (L-138)
66 Sida Evaluation 07/29: The Research Cooperation for Livestock Based Sustainable Farming Systems in the Lower Mekong 

Basin (MEKARN), 2007
67 Makerere University, Draft Evaluation Report: Evaluation of  the NUOL ICT Policy, Masterplan and Strategy Document, 

April 2007 (L-260)
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more comprehensive services, quite different from the conventional MCH services that included only 
ante and post natal care – and were not much demanded by the people, thus not attracting many con-
tacts.68 

The National Drug Programme (NDP) Phase I and Phase II was evaluated in 2000. It was observed that the 
Swedish support had been instrumental in: development of  a computerised system for drug registration 
and licensing; reformation of  the of  the finance system for drugs and public health services; strengthen-
ing of  the quality assurance system; and better understanding of  the concept for rational use of  drugs. 
The revision of  and updating of  the essential drug list was done in 1994 and 1997. The WHO ethical 
criteria for medicinal drug promotion was translated, widely disseminated and used as a guide for con-
trolling drug promotion. The evaluators drew the attention to particular issues that needed to be 
addressed: economic strategies for drugs; human resources development; operational research; organi-
sation, management and overall coordination and monitoring of  the NDP and its implementation 
process; and internal and external technical cooperation – including the use and application of  WHO 
guidelines on national drug policies, regulation, quality assurance, rational drug use, and financing 
mechanisms.69

Water Supply and Sanitation 
The National Water Supply and Environmental Health Programme was evaluated in 2004. The evaluation con-
cluded for Phase II that despite many difficulties, particularly as regards delayed access to funds, the 
programme managed well to embrace new ideas. The new line of  thinking – shifting from the old sup-
ply-driven to a more demand-driven approach – took longer time than anticipated to trickle down to 
the village level to result in behavioural changes in the form of  more participatory leadership and new 
habits in hygiene and sanitation. Equity and poverty aspects came into the forefront. The task to influ-
ence hygiene, sanitation, and environmental health was underestimated and received inadequate atten-
tion. Gender sensitising activities were initiated, but had limited impact.70 

The Phase III – the consolidation phase – encountered severe problems with release of  funds from 
Sida. The eagerness to speed up construction activities resulted in pre-fixed implementation targets that 
did not correspond well to the demand-driven approach. The National Strategy for Rural Water 
Supply and Sanitation was revised reflecting the Decentralisation Policy that focussed on poverty reduc-
tion, private sector involvement, and ethnic and gender equity. The number of  target beneficiaries was 
set at 500,000. It was estimated that about 30% of  this target had benefited from the programme. Sev-
eral attempts had been made over the year to institutionalise M&E. A combined IEC and M&E Unit 
were established late in the programme with three positions.71 

Government and Civil Society 
The Strengthening of  the Rule of  Law for the 1992–2000 period was evaluated in 2003. A major constraint 
had been the limited capability of  the MoJ for absorbing the various interventions and of  displaying 
ownership of  the project. Such issues were never addressed in any constructive way. Throughout the 
project implementation process, Sida relied on the MoJ being the project owner, but MoJ on the other 
hand claimed that they were not masters of  the situation. The management and ownership of  the 
project was unclear. The components of  the project were developed more or less independently without 
a well-defined overall framework. The link between implementation of  the rule of  law and the need for 
democratisation were not apparent.72 

68 An Evaluation of  the Sida/UNICEF Mother and Child Health Project in Laos 1989–91, November 1991 (L-246)
69 Sida Evaluation 00/09: Lao National Drug Policy Programme, February 2000 (L-1)
70 Ibid L-4
71 Ibid L-4
72 Sida Evaluation 03/08: Strengthening the Rule of  Law in Lao PDR 1992–2000, 3003 (L-3)
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The support to legal education was evaluated in 2008. The sub-objective of  improved of  technical capac-
ity and pedagogical knowledge among teachers was to a great extent achieved. The sub-objective of  
improved motivation of  students had made some progress through better-equipped classrooms, but 
many other aspects needed attention. The sub-objective of  improved in management and administra-
tion did not make much headway. The project had been successful in introducing gender equality and 
human rights. Improvement of  the legal education hinged on the issue of  admitting a large number of  
students in relation to the availability of  physical facilities and the number of  teachers. Although much 
had been achieved, the evaluation stated that the results were not yet sustainable. New donors were 
identified: Luxemburg and the UN’s Interregional Crime and Justice Research (UNICRI).73

The support to the National Statistical Centre (NSC) was first evaluated in 1993. The main focus had been 
on production of  more accurate economic statistics such as Consumer Price Indices, GDP estimates, 
etc. – this had been strongly emphasised by WB, UNDP and other donors. One of  the main activities 
had been to undertake the Lao Expenditure and Consumption Survey (LECS). Other main areas were 
to: build up a more comprehensive model for collection of  data for estimating the Consumer Price 
Index; produce GDP estimates with a satisfactory degree of  precision; and conduct of  Social Indicator 
Surveys. It was obvious to the evaluator that the objectives set for the past two years have by and large 
been achieved and well within allocated funds.74 

A mid-term review in May 2004 of  NSC concluded that the project had progressed according to plans, 
with some delays, mainly due to staff  shortages. The organisation had developed well and its capacity 
had been much enhanced. Crucial outputs were produced with regularity and of  good quality. NSC 
had place itself  as the central statistical institution of  Laos. One important weakness identified was the 
shortage of  staff. The organisation would continue to depend on external support for its operations and 
long-term development. The recommendations were to: focus on how to achieve long-term sustainabil-
ity; and to concentrate on the core business.75

An evaluation of  Sweden’s support to the Lao National Radio (LNR) during 2006–2009 was conducted in 
September 2009. The relevance for Sweden’s support is based on freedom of  expression, whereas the 
relevance for the Lao government is based on its goal to speed up poverty reduction and make the 
public radio more professional in order to address competition from foreign radio stations. A self-assess-
ment made by three of  the Provincial Radio Stations indicated that programme planning, and the jour-
nalistic and broadcasting skills had improved. The project managed to increase LNR’s capacity to deliv-
er better quality of  public radio. Less tangible results on improving interactive radio were achieved. 
One reason for the limited use of  ordinary people as sources of  different views on political and socio-
economic issues were that the predominating attitude among the LNR staff  is that their job is mainly to 
provide listeners with information that is sanctioned by the government. A main lesson learned was that 
in order to have real impact on media freedom and freedom of  expression there need to be much better 
coordination efforts between donors and international organisations.76 

Evaluation of  Sida’s general performance 1999–2003 
In 2002 Sida commissioned a study to evaluate how the Country Strategies for Vietnam and Laos were 
implemented in 1999–2003 with the objective of  providing recommendation based on key issues and 
themes that would improved the effectiveness of  Swedish development cooperation in general and 
future development cooperation with the two countries in particular. The Laos evaluation focussed on 
the environment and natural resources and the road sector.

73 Ramboll, Evaluation Report: Sweden’s Support to Legal Education in Laos, 2008 (L-270)
74 Komrev, Evaluation of  the Swedish Support to the State Statistical Centre in Laos PDR (L-54)
75 Ibid L-36
76 Evaluation of  the Swedish support to the National Radio, 2006–2009: Increasing Lao National Radio’s capacity to improve 

people’s access to information, September 2009 (L-279)
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A key finding of  the evaluation was that despite plethora of  preparatory documents, there is little trans-
parent recording of  strategic decision-making, which was not meant to say that strategic decisions are 
not made. Another observation was that there had been a tendency to roll-over and re-package pro-
grammes in the environment and natural resources sector, which may be compounded by its reliance 
on a small group of  consultants and selected ministries – in contrast to the road sector, which had 
drawn on numerous consultants and coordinated the activities with other bilateral as well as multilateral 
donors.77

However, there are doubts among the interviewees on the validity of  the critical conclusions of  the 
evaluation. The first point, the strategic coherence evolved with an increased attention to the program-
matic and sector approaches during the strategy period. The second point, rolling-over and re-packing 
programmes, can also be seen as strength of  the cooperation maintaining continuity and aiming at sus-
tainability according to Lao and Swedish sources. It is true that the major projects and programmes 
have been running for several decades, but in most cases these programmes have been re-designed and 
adapted to lessons learned as demonstrated above. 

7. Recommendations for Phase Two

The Terms of  Reference (ToR) elaborated the objectives for Part Two in order to guide the direction 
and substance of  Part One and to enable that recommendations for Part Two capture these objectives. 
The objectives of  Part Two are:

•	 To	analyse	the	background	and	development	context	for	interventions	(i.e.	programmes	and	
projects) in order to explain the driving forces influencing the direction of  the cooperation during 
different periods and the choice of  the various interventions;

•	 To	analyse	the	reported	results	and	try	to	establish	long-term	impact	related	to	selected	overall	
themes or ‘strands’ for cooperation and seek to explain the reasons behind successes and failures; 
and

•	 To	formulate	conclusions	and	general	lessons	learned	from	the	cooperation	in	general	and,	for	pro-
grammes and projects that are expected to continue after the Swedish withdrawal, provide specific 
recommendations.

The thrust of  the Evaluation’s Part Two will depend on whether: it will be the historic account that will 
be of  the main interest; the experiences from most recent interventions in order to see how these could 
be continued; or a combination of  both. Such decision will be influence by who is seen as the main 
target group for the Part Two analysis.

The recommendations for Phase Two are:

Studies of  relevant ministries: Phase 2 should include studies of  the development cooperation as it is seen 
from the relevant ministries including highly positioned civil servants and a few political leaders and 
agencies, which have played an active part in planning and execution of  the various projects.

Governance support in authoritarian regimes – challenges and solutions: It is recommended to study the govern-
ance area more closely aiming at suggestions on how for example a comprehensive support to decen

77 Sida Evaluation 02/36: Implementation of  the 1999-2003 Country Strategy for Swedish Development Cooperation with 
Laos, August 2002 (L-2) 
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tralisation and building of  local capacity particularly at district level may actively support delivery of  
basic, social services and local participation from the population. 

From project to institutional support: It is recommended to focus on how transition processes from project 
based cooperation to cooperation dealing primarily with institutional development can be achieved, i.e. 
strategic aspects, priority areas of  cooperation, holistic approaches and sub-national management.

Cross-sector approach supporting decentralisation: One of  the characteristics in the Swedish approach has been 
the reliance of  sectors rather than multi-sectoral approaches. One recommendation is thus, based on 
the experience from the relatively sector divided approach, on how more holistic approaches can be 
introduced.
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edish Supported Interventions in Laos

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

A
ll Sectors

1971-2010

By Sector

W
ater supply and sanitation

1978-2003

Energy G
eneration and Supply (a)

1987-1992

Transport and Roads (b)
1977-2015

Forestry and Environm
ent

1977-2010

H
ealth

1989-2009

Public Adm
inistration, G

overnance and Civil Society
1992-2010

Education (c)
1989-2011

H
um

anitarian 
1971-1998

O
ther

1974-2008

W
ithin the 

Period

a) T
he program

m
e “Im

port Support (m
ainly for infrastructure)” has an unknow

n end date. H
ence the shaded pattern until the start of 

the next program
m

e com
m

encing in 1980.
b) T

he end date of “Support to the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT
)” is unknow

n, hence the shaded pattern until the start of the 
next program

m
e in 2000.

c) O
ne program

m
e has an unknow

n start date (“SAR
E

C
 R

esearch C
ooperation”), another (“Support to Asian Institute of E

chnology”) 
has an unknow

n end date. 
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Annex B: Overview
 of Interventions in Laos

Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

Agriculture

W
ater/ M

ekong Project (D
am

s and Fields)
W

ater
1978–1980

20.500.000 SEK
Ref 219

D
ecision (219)

Energy G
eneration and Supply 

Xeset H
ydropow

er Project (w
ith AD

B
 and 

U
N

D
P)

Electricity
1987–1992

145.000.000 SEK
Ref 186

Ref 186, Report can be found in 223, annex 4, 

G
azification Project

Electricity
1986–1991

?
Ref 185

Evaluation from
 1990 (185)

Transport and Roads

Im
port Support (m

ainly for infrastructure)
Transport

1977–?
25.000.000 SEK

Ref 66 + 164, 194 
(am

ount found here)
Evaluation from

 1987 (ref 66), Report (194), 
Evaluation from

 1990 (B
ridges) (211), Evaluation 

(R
ice M

ills) (215), InsatsPM
 can be found in 223 

(annex 5), 

K
M

-14 W
orkshop (Volvo G

arage)
Transport

1980–1990
36.000.000 SEK

Ref 189, 249 
(am

ount found here)
W

orking paper (189), PM
 can be found in 223, PM

 
from

 1986 (248), G
overnm

ent Program
m

e 
Agreem

ent, including Action Plan (249), Final 
Report (250)

Roads, M
uong M

ai
Roads

1982–1985
59.000.000 SEK (not 

confirm
ed)

Ref 168
Appraisal report (168)

Support to transport sector
Transport

1985–1986
10.000.000 SEK

Ref 170
170 + 171 + 172

Road sector, Phase I
Roads

1987–1990
76.000.000 SEK

Ref 162, ref 89 + 173 
(am

ount found here)
Report from

 1997 (89), PM
 (173)

Road sector, Phase II &
 III

Roads
1991–1997

330.000.000 SEK
285.000.000 SEK

Ref 162, 89
Ref 178

Review
 Agreed M

inutes 1996 (283), 1997 (136), 
Evaluation from

 1994 (163 &
 178), Report from

 
1997 (89), Agreem

ent Extensions (353 &
 282 &

 
318)

Road sector, Phase IV
Roads

1997–2001
177.100.000 SEK

Ref 74
Review

 Agreed M
inutes 1998 (98 &

 342), 1999 
(135), 2000 (134), 2001 (145), D

ecision (137), 
D

ecision (99), G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agree-
m

ent (133 &
 334), PCR (131), PM

 (100), Pro-
gram

m
e D

ocum
ent (132), Am

endm
ent (311), 

Extension (317 &
 320), M

idTerm
 Review

 (com
m

u-
nity roads com

ponent) (286)
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Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

Lao-Sw
edish Road Sector Program

m
e II 

(LSR
SP 2)

Roads
2001–2005

151.000.000 SEK
Ref 36

Review
 Agreed M

inutes 2002 (144), 2003 (143), 
2004 (142), G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent 
(96), Program

m
e Agreem

ent (141), PCR (97), 
Program

m
e D

ocum
ent (139), Study Evaluation on 

Institutional D
evelopm

ent in the Road and 
Forestry Sectors (9), Evaluation of the Com

m
u-

nity Road M
odel from

 2004 (256)

Lao-Sw
edish Road Sector Program

m
e III

Roads
2005–2009

140.000.000 SEK
Ref 280 

Rehabilitation of Road no 8
Roads

2001–2005
30.350.000 SEK

Ref 32, Ref 280 
(am

ount)
M

em
o (140), 

Soft Credit Road 8
Roads

2001–2005
100.000.000 SEK

Ref 36

Em
ploym

ent Intensive R
ural Roads Con-

struction and M
aintenance 1996–1997 (W

ith 
ILO)

Transport 
1996–1997

4.000.000 SEK
Ref 355

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent (355)

R
ural Access Planning and Infrastructure for 

B
asic N

eeds (w
ith U

N
D

P)
Transport 

1997–1999
2.205.000 SEK

Ref 354
Program

m
e Agreem

ent including ProD
oc (354)

Forestry and N
atural Resource 

M
anagem

ent

State Forestry Enterprise, SFE 3 (Tha B
ok)

Forestry
1977 – 1985

45.000.000 SEK
Ref 56

Evaluation of Sida support to Forestry in Laos 
from

 1977 – 1986 (ref 56), Report (194)

State Forestry Enterprise, SFE 1 (M
uong M

ai)
Forestry

1979 – 1987
90.000.000 SEK

Ref 56, 
Evaluation of Sida support to Forestry in Laos 
from

 1977 – 1986 (ref 56), G
overnm

ent Pro-
gram

m
e Agreem

ent (196) and Agreem
ent 

extension (193), Report (194), AM
 from

 1984 (ref 
195)

M
uong M

ai Training Center 
Forestry

1980 – 1984
10.000.000 SEK

Ref 56
Evaluation of Sida support to Forestry in Laos 
from

 1977 – 1986 (ref 56)

M
inistry of Industries, H

andicraft and 
Forestry

Forestry
1984 – 1986

28.500.000 SEK
Ref 56

Evaluation of Sida support to Forestry in Laos 
from

 1977 – 1986 (ref 56), Report (194), 

M
uong Paksane Regional Project

Forestry
1984 – 1986

1.600.000 SEK
Ref 56

Evaluation of Sida support to Forestry in Laos 
from

 1977 – 1986 (ref 56)

Lao–Sw
edish Forestry Program

m
e, LSFP, 

Phase I
Forestry

1984 – 1988
10.000.000 SEK

Ref 162, 221 
(am

ount found here)
Insatsprom

em
oria w

ith background inform
ation 

from
 1984 (221), 



Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

Lao-Sw
edish Forestry Program

m
e, (LSFP, 

Phase II)
Forestry

1988 - 1989
40.000.000 SEK

Ref 162, 197 
(am

ount found here)
D

ecision (197), G
overnm

ent Program
m

e 
Agreem

ent (201), Program
m

e D
ocum

ent (202), 

Lao-Sw
edish Forestry Program

m
e, LSFP, 

Phase III
Forestry

1991 – 1996
120.000.000 SEK

Ref 162 + 124
Evaluation from

 1994 covering one com
ponent: 

The Forest Inventory Project (124), Pro Agree-
m

ent (111), Report on gender (128), N
ote (203), 

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent (205), 

Review
 Agreed M

inutes (207), Agreem
ent 

extension (285)

Lao-Sw
edish Forestry Program

m
e, LSFP, 

Phase IV
Forestry

1996 - 2002
152.900.000 SEK

Ref 32 + 74
Review

 Agreed M
inutes 1995 (113), 1998 

(114&
297), 1999 (115), 2000 (80 &

 321 &
 322 &

 
324), 2001 (116), D

ecision (122, 112, 151, 152), 
G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent (101 &
 284), 

M
em

o (94), PCR (125), PM
 (81, 82), Program

m
e 

D
ocum

ent (123), Result analysis (51), Review
 

(126), Report on gender (127), Study Evaluation on 
Institutional D

evelopm
ent in the Road and 

Forestry Sectors (9), Agreem
ent Am

endm
ent 

(316)

Program
m

e Support to N
ational Coordina-

tion of D
evelopm

ent Assistance and Invest-
m

ent in the M
inistry of Agriculture and 

Forestry (w
ith U

N
D

P)

Forestry
1997 - 1999

?
Ref 161

Annual Project Report (161), Evaluation (draft) of 
the project, also assessing future support (ref 
160), Pro Agreem

ent (93 &
 333), Program

m
e 

Agreem
ent Addendum

 (328)

Lao Sw
edish U

pland Agriculture and 
Forestry Research Program

m
e (LSU

AFR
P) 

(Through N
AFR

I: N
ational Agriculture and 

Forestry Research Institute)

Forestry/
Research

2004-2007
77.000.000 SEK

Ref 36, 104, 108 &
 

110
Review

 Agreed M
inutes 2004 (104), D

ecision 
(110), G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent (87 &
 

108), M
em

orandum
 of U

nderstanding (86), PM
 

(84, 85, 109), Program
m

e D
ocum

ent (83), N
ote 

from
 2005 (261)

U
pland Research and Capacity D

evelopm
ent 

Program
m

e (U
R

D
P) 

Forestry/
Research

2007-2012
88.000.000 SEK

W
orkshop 

inform
ation

Lao Sw
edish U

pland Agriculture and 
Forestry Research Program

m
e (LSU

AFR
P) 

(Through N
AFR

I: N
ational Agriculture and 

Forestry Research Institute)

Forestry/
Research

2001-2005
61.000.000 SEK

Ref 36, 104, 108 &
 

110
Review

 Agreed M
inutes 2004 (104), D

ecision 
(110), G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent (87 &
 

108), M
em

orandum
 of U

nderstanding (86), PM
 

(84, 85, 109), Program
m

e D
ocum

ent (83), 

Forest Strategy 2020 (FS2020)
Forestry

2001-2002
1.500.000 SEK

Ref 32
PM

 (150)

N
ational Forest Sect Strategy

Forestry
2002-2004

4.200.000 SEK
Ref 36

M
issing inform

ation

Forestry Strategy 2020 Im
plem

entation 
Prom

otion Project (FSIP)
Forestry

2006-2010
9.000.000 SEK

Ref 274
G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent (274)
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Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

Conservation for Sustainable Livelihoods 
IU

CN
Environm

ent 
2003-2010

5.000.000 SEK
Ref 36

Review
 from

 2006 (263)

Environm
ent Support (title?) to STEN

O
 

through U
N

D
P

Environm
ent

1998
1.100.000 SEK

Ref 162
Result analysis (50)

Strengthening Environm
ent M

anagem
ent 

through STEA
Environm

ent
1999-2003

20.000.000 SEK
Ref 345

Strengthening Environm
ent M

anagem
ent 

through STEA-SEM
Environm

ent
2001-2006

48.760.000 SEK
Ref 36, Ref 280 
(am

ount)
G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent (323), 
Term

ination of Agreem
ent note (315)

STEA-SEM
 II

Environm
ent

2006-2010
64.000.000 SEK

Ref 280
M

issing inform
ation

H
ealth 

M
anagem

ent and Planning Support to the 
Lao PD

R H
ealth Sector 

H
ealth

1992 – 1995
Contribution 
included in below

 
program

m
e 

240, 242
Progress Report (240), G

overnm
ent Program

m
e 

Agreem
ent (242)

Support to the N
ational D

rug Program
m

e 
(N

D
P), Phase I

H
ealth

1993 – 1995
9.000.000 SEK

Ref 162 + 1
Evaluation from

 2000 the covering 1992 – 1999 
period (ref 1), G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agree-

m
ent (242)

Support to the N
ational D

rug Program
m

e 
(N

D
P), Phase II (H

ealth II)
H

ealth
1996 – 1999

15.000.000 SEK
Ref 162

Evaluation from
 2000 the covering 1992 – 1999 

period (ref 1), AM
 1996 (307), 1997 (304), 1998 

(313), 1999 (336), G
overnm

ent Program
m

e 
Agreem

ent (306), Agreem
ent Extension 1999 

(314), 

Support to U
N

D
P’s D

rug Control Capacity 
B

uilding Project
H

ealth
1998 - 2001

5.200.000 SEK el.
3.200.000 SEK

Ref 162
M

issing inform
ation

N
ational D

rug Policy Program
m

e (N
D

P), 
Phase III

H
ealth

2001-2003
16.200.000 SEK

Ref 36

N
ational D

rug Policy Program
m

e (N
D

P)
H

ealth
2006-2009

7.634.000 SEK
Ref 264

Program
m

e Agreem
ent (264)

M
other - and Child H

ealth (M
CH

 I), through 
U

N
ICEF (sam

e as other U
N

ICEF above?)
H

ealth
1989 – 1991 

Ref 162
Evaluation from

 1991 (246)

M
other - and Child H

ealth (M
CH

 II), through 
U

N
ICEF

H
ealth

1995 – 1999
6.000.000 SEK

Ref 162
Program

m
e Agreem

ents (243 &
 244), G

overn-
m

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent Extension (319 &

 
335)
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Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

W
ater Supply and Sanitation

R
ural W

ater and Sanitation / D
rinking 

W
ater, P

hase I (U
N

IC
EF) 

W
ater and 

Sanitation
1993 - 1998

34.000.000 SEK
R

ef 162
R

eview
 Agreed M

inutes 1996 (121 &
 308), 1997 

(103 &
 289), D

ecision (102), Evaluation from
 

1998-2004 (ref 4), R
esult analysis from

 1998 
(49), 

R
ural W

ater and Sanitation / D
rinking 

W
ater II and III / N

ational W
ater Supply and 

Environm
ental H

ealth P
rogram

m
e 

(U
N

IC
EF) 

W
ater and 

Sanitation
1998 - 2003

55.000.000 SEK
 /

75.300.000 SEK
R

ef 162/
R

ef 36
R

eview
 Agreed M

inutes 1999 (153 &
 310 &

 312), 
2000 (154 &

 337), 2001 (155), 2002 (91 &
 156), 

2003 (159), Evaluation from
 1998-2004 (ref 4), 

G
overnm

ent P
rogram

m
e Agreem

ent (158 &
 

302), P
M

 (92 &
 157), P

rogram
m

e Agreem
ent 

(148 &
 300 &

 309), D
raft Evaluation R

eport 
from

 2004 (4)

P
ublic A

dm
inistration, G

overnance and 
Civil Society 

Statistical P
roject, N

ational Statistics 
C

entre, N
SC

, P
hase I

P
ublic Adm

in
1982 - 1993

5.000.000 SEK
R

ef 162, 230 
(am

ount found 
here)

Evaluation of Sw
edish Support to the State 

Statistical C
entre from

 1993 (54), C
ountry 

Strategy note (230), 

Statistical P
roject, N

ational Statistics 
C

entre, N
SC

, P
hase II

P
ublic Adm

in
1994 - 1998

25.300.000 SEK
R

ef 162
Agreem

ent E
xtension (303 &

 331)

Statistical P
roject, N

ational Statistics 
C

entre, N
SC

, P
hase III

P
ublic Adm

in
1998 - 2001

25.000.000 SEK
R

ef 162
G

overnm
ent P

rogram
m

e Agreem
ent (332), 

R
eview

 Agreed M
inutes from

 2001 (295)

Statistical P
roject, N

ational Statistics 
C

entre, N
SC

, P
hase IV

P
ublic Adm

in
2001-2005

26.000.000 SEK
R

ef 74
P

M
 (251), 

Statistical P
roject, N

ational Statistics 
C

entre, N
SC

, P
hase V

P
ublic Adm

in
2005-2008

25.400.000 SEK
R

ef 259
G

overnm
ent P

rogram
m

e Agreem
ent (259)

Strengthen the R
ule of Law

 in Laos, I
G

overnance
1992-1995

9.500.000 SEK
R

ef 162, R
ef 3, R

ef 
63 (for am

ount),
Evaluation covering support to the legal sector 
from

 1992 – 2000 (ref 3), P
M

 (64), 

Support to the Legal Sector (P
hase II of 

Strengthen the R
ule of Law

 in Laos)
G

overnance
1996 – 2002

14.000.000 SEK
R

ef 130, R
ef 3, R

ef 
63 (for am

ount), 
D

ecision (130), N
otes (61, 62), Evaluation 

covering support to the legal sector from
 1992 

– 2000 (ref 3), G
overnm

ent P
rogram

m
e 

Agreem
ent (63&

301), D
raft P

rogram
m

e 
D

ocum
ent (129, Agreem

ent E
xtensions (290 &

 
292 &

 294), P
C

R
 from

 2000 (120)
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Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

Legal Sector Reform
G

overnance
2004 - 2006

5.700.000 SEK
Ref 281

Adm
inistration Reform

 in Luang Prabang 
Province

G
overnance

2001-2005
11.700.000 SEK

Ref 36
O

utsourced to U
N

D
P

GPAR Luang Prabang D
ecentralisation

G
overnance

2005-2010
20.000.000 SEK

Ref 281
O

utsourced to U
N

D
P

Strengthening the Judiciary in Lao PD
R

 
(People’s Suprem

e Court) W
ith U

N
D

P
G

overnance
2000-2004

1.200.000 SEK
Ref 36

Program
m

e Agreem
ent (293)

Strengthening the O
ffice of the Public 

Prosecutor
G

overnance
2000-2004

2.400.000 SEK
Ref 32

Strengthening the Judiciary in the Lao PD
R

 
(Through U

N
D

P)
G

overnance
2000-2001

1.000.000 SEK
Ref 287

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent (287)

Strengthening the O
ffice of the Public 

Prosecutor in LAO PD
R (Through U

N
D

P)
G

overnance
2000-2002

2.000.000 SEK
Ref 288

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent (291), 

Program
m

e Agreem
ent (288)

Provincial R
adio 

G
overnance

2001-2002
3.000.000 SEK

Ref 32

Provincial R
adio, Phase II 

G
overnance

2005-2008
12.000.000 SEK

Ref 280
Evaluation from

 2009 (279)

Tax project preparation &
 Tax Project 

B
ridging Period

G
overnance

2002-2003
5.700.000 SEK

Ref 36
G

overnm
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent (59),

Support to Tax Authority 
G

overnance
2003-2007

25.000.000 SEK
Ref 36

Strengthening of the Legal Education and 
Training in Lao PD

R / Faculty of Law
G

overnance
2000-2003

12.000.000 SEK
Ref 32

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent 339),

Strengthening of the Legal Education and 
Training in Lao PD

R / Faculty of Law
, Phase II

G
overnance

2003-2009
35.000.000 SEK

Ref 36
Evaluation Report from

 2009 (Ref 270)

Public Finance M
anagem

ent Support Project 
(PFM

SP) Through W
orld B

ank
Public Adm

in
?

4.000.000 SEK
Ref 350

D
issem

ination of CR
C (Convention of the 

R
ight of the Child)

H
um

an R
ights 

2002-2005
5.000.000 SEK

Ref 36

Juvenile Justice and CR
C (U

N
ICEF)

H
um

an R
ights 

2006-2009
9.000.000 SEK

Ref 280

D
em

o/H
R fund 02 &

 03
H

um
an R

ights
2002-2003

4.000.000 SEK
Ref 36

PM
 (44), Project Plan (55)

D
em

o/H
R fund 

H
um

an R
ights

2005-2006
4.000.000 SEK

Ref 280

D
em

o/H
R fund 

H
um

an R
ights

2007-2008
?

Ref 350
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Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

Education

Support to the Asian Institute of Technology 
(AIT)

Education 
1989 - 1993

4.000.000 SEK
Ref 192

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent (192) 

Support to the Asian Institute of Technology 
(AIT)

Education 
1993 - ?

13_Vietnam
Evaluation from

 1996 (13_Vietnam
)

Inclusive Education Project I
Education 

2000-2002
1.000.000 SEK

Ref 32
Assessm

ent of Education Sector (118), G
overn-

m
ent Program

m
e Agreem

ent (296), Program
m

e 
Agreem

ent (341)

Inclusive Education Project II
Education

2002-2005
6.000.000 SEK

Ref 36

Inclusive Education Project III
Education

2005-2008
4.700.000 SEK

Ref 280

Participatory Action Research Project
Education

2000-2001
1.500.000 SEK

Ref 32
Program

m
e Agreem

ent (340)

Advisor to Departm
ent of Planning and 

Co-operation 
Education

2001-2004
6.300.000 SEK

Ref 36

The Research Cooperation for Livestock 
Based Sustainable Farm

ing System
s in the 

Low
er M

ekong Basin (M
EKARN

)

Research / 
Education 

2001 - 2003
19.500.000 SEK

Ref 68

The Research Cooperation for Livestock 
Based Sustainable Farm

ing System
s in the 

Low
er M

ekong Basin (M
EKARN

)

Research / 
Education 

2004 - 2007
32.500.000 SEK

Ref 68
Evaluation form

 2007 covering the 2004-2007 
period (68)

EQ
IP II (the Teacher Training Enhancem

ent and 
Status of Teachers Com

ponent) (W
ith ADB)

Education 
2002-2007

123.000.000 SEK
Ref 36, 107

Aide-M
em

oire (106), Assessm
ent of Education 

Sector (119), Decision (2001), G
overnm

ent 
Program

m
e Agreem

ent (117 & 88), Review
 (138), 

Initial M
em

orandum
 of Understanding (107),

“Q
uality School”

Education
2004

800.000 SEK
Ref 29

ProAgreem
ent (29)

Dem
and Driven Basic Education Project

Education
2003-2005

2.000.000 SEK
Ref 36

Dem
and Driven Approach II

Education
2005-2007

7.096.952 SEK
Ref 280

Support to Research and capacity building at 
N

UO
L (N

ational University of Laos)
Education

2003-2007
30.700.000 SEK

Ref 36, 281 
(am

ount)
M

inutes from
 discussions (65), Program

m
e 

Agreem
ent (58), ToR (67), Evaluation (260)

ICT Project 
Education

2005-2008
9.500.000 SEK

Ref 36
M

issing inform
ation

SAREC Research Cooperation
Education 

? - 2011
?

Ref 350
M

issing inform
ation
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Specific Program
m

e
Sector

Period
Volum

e
Com

m
ents/Source

D
ocum

ents available / m
issing

H
um

anitarian

H
um

anitarian Support to ICR
C

H
um

anitarian
1971 - 1972

1.400.000 SEK
Ref 165

B
om

b Clearing, U
N

D
P

H
um

anitarian
1996 - 1997

2.700.000 SEK
Ref 344

Support to M
ines Advisory Group, M

AG
H

um
anitarian

1996 - 1997
3.500.000 SEK

Ref 344

Support to M
ines Advisory Group, M

AG
H

um
anitarian

1997 - 1998
2.000.000 SEK

Ref 162

O
ther

Im
port Support 

O
ther

1974-1975
10.000.000 SEK

Ref 356
PM

 (356)

Consultancy Fund
O

ther
1986 - 1988

7.000.000 SEK
Ref 223

InsatsPM
 (annex 6 in Ref 223)

Consultancy Fund
O

ther
1991 - 1999

18.000.000 SEK
Ref 162

PM
 (210)

Consultancy Fund
O

ther
1999 - 2001

12.000.000 SEK
Ref 60

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent (338)

Consultancy Fund
O

ther
2001-2005

9.000.000 SEK
Ref 36

Consultancy Fund
O

ther
2006 -2008

4.000.000 SEK
Ref 257

G
overnm

ent Program
m

e Agreem
ent (257)

Cultural Cooperation 
O

ther
1991 - 1996

5.300.000 SEK
Ref 212, 344 
(am

ount)
PM

 (212)

G
ender O

fficers
G

ender
1992 - 1994

5.000.000 SEK
Ref 213

D
ecision (213), Report (214), 

Support to W
om

en 
G

ender
1995 - 1997

1.200.00 SEK
Ref 344
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Annex C: Overview of Evaluations Reports Available for Laos

56 Elephants don’t rust. An Evaluation of Sida-supported Forestry Development and Forestry 
Industry in Laos

Eng 1986

66 Evaluation of Swedish Import Support to Laos Eng 1987

180 Lao Road Sector Support. Evaluation of Current support and identification of continues 
cooperation (DRAFT) Executive Summary only

Eng 1989

211 Evaluation of Swedish Import /Commodity Support for Bailey Bridges to Laos PDR Eng 1990

215 An Evaluation of Sida Import Support for Procurement of Rice Mills in the 1986/1987 Fiscal 
Year

Eng 1990

185 Utvärdering av gengasprojekt, Laos Swe 1991

246 An Evaluation of the Sida/UNICEF Mother and Child Health project in Laos: 1989-1991 Eng 1991

54 Evaluation of the Swedish Support to State Statistical Centre in Lao PDR Eng 1993

124 Lao-Swedish Forestry Cooperation Programme. Evaluation of the Forest Inventory Project. 
March 1994 

Eng 1994

163 The Lao-Swedish Cooperation in the Road Sector. Project Evlauation. Final Report Eng 1994

160 An Evaluation of a Donor Co-ordination Project in The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 
and an Assessment of the Scope for Support to Donor Co-ordination in the Future.

Eng 2001

2 Implementation of the 1999-2003 Country Strategy for Swedish Development Cooperation 
with Laos

Eng 2002

3 Strengthening the Rule of Law in Lao PDR, 1992-2000 Eng 2003

256 Evaluation of the Community Road Model (CRM). August 2004 Eng 2004

4 National Water Supply and Environmental Health Programme in Laos. Joint External 
Evaluation

Eng 2004

260 National University of Laos (NUOL). Evaluation of the NUOL ICT Policy, Masterplan and 
Strategy Document, Draft 1

Eng 2007

68 The Research Cooperation for Livestock Based Sustainable Farming Systems in the Lower 
Mekong Basin (MEKARN)

Eng 2007

270 Evaluation Report. Sweden’s Support to Legal Education in Laos Eng 2009

279 Increasing Lao National Radio’s capacity to improve people’s access to information. 
Evaluation of the Swedish Support to Lao National Radio, 2006-2009

Eng 2009

146 Draft Summary Evaluation Report (Chapter 7 of L-4) Eng 2004

1 Lao National Drug Policy Programme Eng 2000
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Overview of review reports available for Laos

188 Xeset Hydro Power Project. Review no 1 Eng 1989

286 Access for Rural Lao. MidTerm Review of the Community Roads Components of the 
Lao-Swedish Road Sector Project 1997-2000

Eng 2000

295 Annual Review Meeting Between Sida (Swedish International Development Cooperation 
Agency) and NSC (National Statistical Centre) of LAO P.D.R.

Eng 2001

126 Report of Sida Advisory Group Review of the Lao-Sweden Forestry Programme, February 
2001

Eng 2001

138 Lao PDR TTEST Project. Sida Advisory Team (SAT). Joint Annual Review Mission Report Eng 2004

263 Sida - IUCN Lao Country Programme Agreement (CPA) ’Conservation for Sustainable 
Livelihoods’,

Eng 2006
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Annex D: Persons Met in Laos

Education:
Dr. Mithong Souvanvixay. Depertment of  Teacher Education

Mr. Sengsomphone Viravout, Ministry of  Education

Dr. Khampong Nammavongmixay, Director Sida/SAREC Project

Forestry and environment:
Mme Khempeng Pholsena, Minister to the Prime Minister’s Office

Mr. Carl Mossberg, CTA

Mr. Bounthong Bouahom, DG of  NFRI

Mr. Phouthone Sophatilat, Project coordinator

Ms. Frida Alounsavath

Ms. Latsamay Sylavong, programme manager, IUCN

Mr. Peter G. Jensen, CTA, SEM II

Mrs. Viengsavanh Doungsavanh, DG of  Environment Department

Mr. Nori Kitamura, CTA, DoF

Mr. Kamphay Manivong, DDG, DoF

Mr. Oupakone Alounsavath, project coordinator

Mr. Peter Fogde, Director

Governance:
Mr. Viengvilay Thiengchanhxay, Vice Dean, Faculty of  Law

Mr. Erik Häggqvist, CTA

Ms. Phetsamone Sone, Department of  Statistics

Ms. Phonesaly Souksavath, Department of  Statistics

Mr. Mr. Inpahn Satchaphansy, Lao National Radio

Mr. Peter Gustafsson, CTA

Mr. Sonny Östberg, consultant

Infrastructure:
Mr Pothong Ngongphachanh, MPWT

Mr Sengdarith Kattiyasack, director, MPWT

Mr. Nils Gärdek

Mr. Ofong, DOR

Sida Office:
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Mr. Owe Andersson, Country Director

Mr. Michael Bahrke, First secretary

Ms. Lisbet Bostrand, First Secretary

Mr. Daovong Vongsay, programme officer

Mr. Christer Holtsberg, former Chargé d’Affaires

Ms. Kristina Jelmin, programme officer

Others:
Mr. Sombath Southivong, The World Bank, infrastructure

The Reference Group
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Annex E: Terms of Reference

Terms of Reference for studies of long term development cooperation between Laos/Sri Lanka/Vietnam 
and Sweden – Part one, documentation

0. General

In 2007 the Swedish government decided to reduce the number of  countries with which Sweden had 
development cooperation in order to increase efficiency and to adapt the mode of  cooperation with a 
number of  countries to new conditions. For two countries in Asia – Sri Lanka and Laos – long periods 
of  cooperation with Sweden will end in 2010 and 2011 respectively after a phasing out period of  three 
to four years, while the relationship with Vietnam will change into partner-driven cooperation during a 
transition period of  similar length. 

The cooperation with Sri Lanka dates back to the end of  the 1950’s. Cooperation with Vietnam started 
in 1969 and with Laos around 1979. In accordance with the Swedish development cooperation strate-
gies Sida and the embassies/country teams in the three countries have decided to document these long 
periods of  cooperation and assess results and experiences. 

A study of  the long-term cooperation will be carried out for each of  these partner countries. The stud-
ies78 will comprise two parts –  Part One Documentation and Part Two Analysis – and the two parts will 
be procured separately. 

The long-term studies for Laos, Sri Lanka and Vietnam will be combined for Part One, and the same 
team of  consultants will be used since the Swedish documentation is available from the same or similar 
sources although they cover partly different periods. 

These Terms of  Reference are for Part One only but they give also an outline of  Part Two in order to 
guide the execution of  Part One. Detailed Terms of  Reference for the second part will be developed on 
the basis of  the results of  Part One.

Since these studies include evaluation aspects Sida’s Department for Evaluation will support the studies 
with advice on approach and methodology and with quality control. The Department for Evaluation 
will also be the contracting partner at Sida for both phases of  the studies.

1 Rationale, purpose and objectives of the entire study

1.1  The rationale of the study
The country cooperation strategy for Laos79 states that a study on 30 years of  cooperation and an 
assessment of  the latest strategy period shall be carried out:

“Sweden should take the opportunity to follow up more than 30 years of  cooperation that are now 
coming to an end, and this should be conducted from an aid effectiveness perspective. Thus, it 
should not only reflect Swedish interests, but also the benefits for both the Lao people and the 
donors that remain when Sweden has phased out its development assistance. At sector level, it is pri-
marily natural resources/environment and infrastructure that are relevant for studies/evaluations of  
a general nature. Institution development should be a common theme in all follow-up. During the 
phase-out period a results assessment of  Swedish development cooperation in relation to the objec-

78 The term “study” refers to the entire effort, i.e. both the documentation and the analytical parts while “documentation” or 
“Part One” refers to the first part of  the study, which is covered by these ToR. However, these ToR also have information 
about Part Two in order to better describe the purpose and objectives with the studies.

79  Phase-out strategy for Swedish development cooperation with Laos 1 September 2008 – 31 December 2011, p 10.
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tives set will also be conducted. A concluding seminar is planned for the end of  the phase-out 
period, based on the material that is produced during the follow-up work.”

The cooperation strategy for Sri Lanka80 says that:

“…to provide a clear overview of  cooperation, the 50 years of  development cooperation with Sri 
Lanka should be documented.”

And the cooperation strategy for Vietnam similarly states: 

“The 40 years during which Sweden and Vietnam have cooperated in the development field will be 
followed up and documented during the strategy period.”  

1.2  The purpose of the studies 
The overall purpose of  the three studies is twofold. They shall provide 

(a) an historical account of  the development cooperation between Sweden and Laos/Sri Lanka/Viet-
nam by documenting and recording what has taken place and been achieved over the years, and

(b) summarise experiences and formulate lessons learned from the cooperation in order to guide the 
governments of  Laos, Sri Lanka and Vietnam respectively as well as other donors, who may step in 
after Sida, regarding the possible continuation of  the different projects or programs.

1.3  The objectives of the studies
The objectives of  all three studies – Sri Lanka, Laos and Vietnam – are

specifically for Part One:

(1) to document in a comprehensive way the development cooperation between each of  the two coun-
tries and Sweden and provide a description of  interventions (“projects”), thematic areas and modes 
of  cooperation, and volumes during various periods;81

(2) to provide an account of  successful and less successful results as they appear from previous reviews 
and evaluations;

specifically for Part Two:

(3) to analyse the background and development context for interventions (i.e. programmes and 
projects)82   in order to explain the driving forces influencing the direction of  the cooperation during 
different periods and the choice of  the various interventions; 

 (4) to analyse the reported results and try to establish long term impact related to selected overall 
themes or ‘strands’ for cooperation and seek to explain the reasons behind successes and failures; 
and

(5) to formulate conclusions and general lessons learned from the cooperation in general and, for pro-
grammes and projects that are expected to continue after the Swedish withdrawal, provide specific 
recommendations.

80 Strategy for development cooperation with Sri Lanka July 2008–December 2010, p 8.
81 [Strategy for development cooperation with Vietnam, January 2009–December 2013, p 7]
82 The term ‘intervention’ is used in this document instead of  ‘project’, ‘program’ or in Swedish ‘insats’.
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2  Scope

2.1  Scope of the studies
The country studies (one for each country) shall include the entire cooperation period with Laos, Sri 
Lanka and Vietnam respectively and, in principle, cover all areas supported by Sweden. A selection of  
sectors or interventions may be necessary for practical reasons and criteria for the selection are indicat-
ed below in section 3.

The description in Part One shall be arranged along conventional and easily understood development 
areas or sectors, while the analysis in Part Two will focus on a limited number of  themes or “strands” 
that seem to have run through all or most of  the Swedish supported interventions in each country. 

In Laos the descriptive Part One shall put special emphasis on the road and forestry/natural resources 
sectors, which have been the main long-term cooperation areas. It shall also seek to identify smaller 
interventions that in perspective seem to have played a strategic role regardless of  sector. 

In the analytical Part Two of  the Laos study the analysis will seek to determine the importance of  the 
themes or “strands” of  capacity development and, for later years of  cooperation, poverty reduction and 
human rights. The Part Two analysis will consider information about policies on both the donor and 
recipient side, views from implementation and recipients agencies and organisations, and, when appli-
cable and feasible, views from beneficiaries and target groups. Also, it will try to find out if  interventions 
were initiated by the partner countries or by Sweden or other donors and discuss possible consequences 
of  either case. 

For Sri Lanka there is no specific sector to put emphasis on. However, a special consideration shall be to 
note when the violent conflict began. Overall, the Part Two analytical focus for Laos is valid for Sri 
Lanka as well.

Three themes have been prominent in Sweden’s cooperation with Vietnam, which may be focus areas 
for the documentation Part One as well as for the subsequent analysis in Part Two: support to the eco-
nomic reform process (doi moi), promoting an effective administration and democratic rights.

3  Methodology – Part One

Part One of  the studies shall be based primarily on written sources. Interviews with key informants will 
be used in order to facilitate the historical overview, to discern crucial trends and issues and to supple-
ment the written sources.

The written sources will be documents at Sida (relevant documents will be provided by Sida’s archive 
and by the embassies on request) and documentation available with the partner countries and organisa-
tions (such documentation shall be identified and obtained by the consultants). Documents at Swedish 
National Archives and at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall also be used when deemed necessary 
(such documentation shall be identified and obtained by the consultants).

In order to facilitate the work during Part Two all relevant documents shall be listed and made available 
in either hard copy or in electronic form whenever reasonably possible.

The following types of  Sida documents will probably be the most useful ones:

•	 Development	cooperation	agreements

•	 Development	cooperation	strategies

•	 Decisions	and	assessment	memos	or	similar	documents	regarding	specific	interventions
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•	 Specific	agreements

•	 Annual	country	reports	(from	embassies	and	DCO’s)

•	 Evaluations	and	reviews

•	 Annual	project	reports

•	 Lists	from	the	Plus	system	and	similar,	previous	administrative	systems

In the partner country development plans and similar documents will probably be useful for the long-
term perspective.

The principles for selection of  interviewees shall be clarified in advance, either in the Inception Report 
(see section 5 below) or in a separate memo before the interviews begin.

In order to facilitate the subsequent analysis the data collection in Part One should be carried out keep-
ing in mind the tentative themes which are suggested above in section 2.1.

All interventions, except minor and obviously less important ones, shall be listed and briefly described. 
The consultant shall, however, make a selection of  interventions for closer scrutiny, taking into account 
size or strategic importance, relevance for assessing possible long-term effects (impact), existence of  pre-
vious evaluations, and mode of  implementation. The size of  this sample will be determined in consulta-
tion with the Steering Group after an initial inventory has been carried out of  the number of  interven-
tions and in relation to the consultant’s assessment of  the availability of  documentation.

3.1  Relevant stakeholders consulted
Sida/The embassy will inform relevant stakeholders about the forthcoming studies. It is, however, the 
responsibility of  the consultant to make the practical arrangements for the team’s visits and interviews.

4. Study teams

Part One and Part Two of  the two studies shall be carried out as separate assignments and consequent-
ly by teams of  consultants that are procured separately. 

For Part One the same team shall carry out the documentation for all three countries (Laos, Sri Lanka 
and Vietnam). The team will probably comprise three or four persons. 

The team leader must have good evaluation experience, extensive knowledge about Swedish develop-
ment cooperation and relevant experience from South or South East Asia. Each of  the team members 
must have experience from evaluations and development cooperation and good knowledge about issues 
relevant for the studies. Knowledge from archive research will be an asset. The team leader and at least 
one other team member must have good knowledge in Swedish.

5.  Time schedule, budget and reporting

5.1 Time schedule and budget
This assignment, Part One of  the studies, must be completed and the final report submitted on Decem-
ber 21, 2009. Part One is estimated to need around 25-30 person weeks by the team, i.e. around 8-10 
person weeks for each country, and this will include brief  visits by team members to Laos, Sri Lanka 
and Vietnam.

The total budget for Part One must not exceed 1,2 MSEK.
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5.2  Reporting and dissemination
Ten days after the agreed starting date for the assignment the consultants must submit an Inception 
Report stating general approach, updated time plan and work schedule, principles for selection of  
people to interview, and selection of  interventions for closer scrutiny. The team leader shall be prepared 
to visit Laos, Sri Lanka and Vietnam to discuss the Inception Report if  deemed necessary by Sida.

A draft report must be submitted to Sida by December 1, 2009. The draft report shall include chapters 
on conclusions, recommendations for the forthcoming analytical Part Two and an executive summary 
of  maximum four pages. The language of  the report shall be English.

Sida shall submit comments on the draft report within ten days after receiving it from the consultant.

The final report shall have maximum 35 pages per country, excluding executive summary and appendi-
ces. The design and precise content of  the appendix listing the interventions shall be determined in 
consultation with the Steering Group.

The report shall be in a typographical format to be specified later by Sida and be complete with rele-
vant appendices (ToR, list of  references and sources etc) as well as checked for language errors.

6 Organisation of the studies

The studies will be commissioned by the Department for Evaluation on behalf  of  the country teams. A 
Steering Group with members from the embassies/country teams and Sida’s Department for Evalua-
tion will oversee the management of  the studies.

Reference Groups for each country to guide the studies may be established representing the govern-
ments of  Sri Lanka, Laos and Vietnam respectively, the embassies of  Sweden/country teams and other 
interested donors and organisations.

In order to facilitate learning from the studies workshops at certain steps in the process will be organised 
by the team in consultation with the embassies. A two day workshop will take place in connection to the 
delivery of  the report from Part One and it will help determine the themes for Part Two. The evalua-
tion team shall be responsible for the practical organisation of  the workshop, which will be held in the 
region.
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Long Term Development Cooperation between Laos and Sweden

Swedish development cooperation with Laos dates back to the end of the 1970s. Sida has decided to conduct an evaluation study 
of its development cooperation with Laos with the aim to provide insights into the results and lessons learned from decades of 
development cooperation. The study also aims to contribute to a broader understanding of where and why Swedish development 
cooperation has been successful and what the key constraining factors have been. This working paper was conducted as part of 
phase 1 of the study that focused on documentation and included a description of interventions, sectors, thematic areas, and 
modes of cooperation during the various periods of development cooperation.


